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The Seismic Crew Count Survey compiled by the 
S.E.G. for the month of June states: "For the first time 
since September, 1981, the total number of seismic land 
crews and marine vessels searching for oil and gas in 
the U.S. and U .S. waters has recorded an increase. The 
total number of land crews and vessels operating in 
June was 615, compared with 612 in May. The land 
crew total declined but was offset by an increase in 
marine vessels . The 69 vessels operating in June repre
sent the largest number since the inception of the 
survey in May, 1974." 

What does this mean? Does it mean, as some think, 
that this is an indication that the worst part of the slide 
is over and we can look for a steady demand at these 
levels and growth, though perhaps slow growth, into 
the future? 

I sincerely hope that those with the optimistic view
points are 100% correct. However, though I am most 
certainly pleased to see the improvement in the number 
of crews working, I cannot share the feeling that the 
demand for crews will even stabilize at these levels. I 
think we will experience a further reduction in demand 
for seismic services- both land and marine. 

Before the demand for seismic services can increase, 
our clients, the oil companies, must be working and 
planning in an environment that is conducive to an ac
celerated exploration effort. Such an environment does 
not exist at this time. As a result, more and more oil 
companies are experiencing both cash flow and earn
ing problems. In addition, recent discussions in the 
U.S. Congress most certainly add to the feeling of 
unease. It is difficult for me to see how the demand for 

seismic services can have any kind of sustained inc 
until some of the oil industry's problems are resolv 

The June land crew count actually dropped 
crews from May. When you consider that June i 
good weather month in the United States, this drop 
ominous. When clients do not have the budgets to 
crews for a complete year, they select the optimum t" 
of the year to conduct their surveys. June is such 
month for practically all of the continental Uni 
States. If the demand does not hold up during 
good-weather month, and conditions do not impf 
significantly for our clients, it seems reasonable to 
pect that the demand will be reduced come less 
timum work months. 

The addition of eight vessels from May to J 
which makes a total of 22 marine vessels added si 
September, 1981-a period during which the land 
count dropped by 151 crews- is indeed impressi 
However, due to the lead time required to build av 
all of these additions were probably planned at l 
one year ago- a time when the demand for crews, 
land and marine, was insatiable. It is difficult for 
to see how a fleet of this size can be kept busy on a 
tinuous basis in today's market. Fortunately, these 
ditional vessels became available during a time of 
demand for marine crews. However, a large percen 
of the total crews available are currently working in 
Alaskan waters. It is reasonable to assume that at 
end of the season in Alaska, which coincides 
deteriorating working conditions in the waters of 
continental United States, there will be a signific 
downturn in demand for marine seismic services. 
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One could easily get discouraged by the thoughts 
opinions expressed above if one did not put those 
ghts and those opinions in the proper perspective. 

· e it is true that the overall demand for seismic ser
has declined in recent months, it is equally true 

t the number of crews working during the latest 
nth reported represents a 15% increase over June, 

; a 52% increase over June, 1979; a 70% increase 
June, 1978; a 102% increase over June, 1977; and 

gain of 138 % over the same month in 1976. When 
ed from the broad perspective, one can easily see 

, at present levels, the demand for crews is excellent 
n compared with anything except the most recent 
. The problems faced by our industry today are 
e that face any industry which, for whatever rea-
' is required to shift from an accelerated expanding 
ket to a rapidly declining market in a relatively 

rt time frame. 
ow. let's consider our company, Western. I am 
plea ed to report that, to date, we have not had 

percentage drop in demand for our services ex
'enced by our industry as a whole. This is not to 
y that we have not been affected-we most cer
y have been, and will continue to be, if the reduc
in demand continues. The only way to minimize 
impact on our company of a continued decrease 
mand for geophysical services is to make certain 

t we provide the very best service, or product, at 
ry competitive price. With the full cooperation of 
esterner (and I am confident that this coopera
will be forthcoming), this will be done. 
addition to the decrease in sales which results from 

fewer crews in service, there is also an impact on both 
sales and profit due to a more competitive marketplace. 
Thus, in order to compete in such a market, our cost 
of production must be lowered. For this to be achieved, 
each manager must review every facet of the operations 
under his jurisdiction to ascertain that the function to 
be performed is being accomplished in the most effi
cient manner at the lowest possible cost. 

All of this means, of course, that we must streamline 
our operations at every level. We cannot afford the lux
ury of extra personnel on the payroll. Where greater 
efficiency can be achieved, some departments will be 
combined. We cannot tolerate anyone who does not 
carry his/her fair share of the load with pride and en
thusiasm. Only by taking these steps will we be suc
cessful in preserving jobs for the greatest number of 
Westerners and retaining Westem's reputation as the 
premier geophysical contractor. 

I am certain that everything required will be ac
complished because I am confident in the skills and 
cooperation of you-the people of Western. 

I thank you in advance for that cooperation and I 
can assure you that just as nothing goes up forever, 
nothing goes down forever. The demand for our ser
vices will increase one day, and we will be here and 
ready. 

Thank you, 
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At this time, Coordinator Tommy Haralson was 
added to the crew because of his knowledge of the 
recording system and his expertise as a marine coor
dinator. He was involved in all installation checkouts 
and testing in Galveston . A note of thanks to Roger 
Perk who not only performed his duties as observer on 
the Cay but also filled in as coordinator and party 
manager as needed. 

On December 20 , 1981 , the Western Harbor was 
ready for sea trials and equipment checkout. Because 
of severe winter weather, this run had to be aborted 
and the crew took a short but well-deserved break to 
be with their families for Christmas. 

By December 29, 1981, the weather had let up 
enough to allow the Harbor to go to sea. Guns and 
cable were trimmed and tested. Instrument tests were 
run. Minor bugs were worked out and more tests were 
run until everything was working properly . LRS Field 

Electronic Technicians Joe DeR usha (front) and Jim Tat
ton (back) check out a program on the chromatics display. 
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Technicians David Roach and Leo Barger, along wi 
Western Technicians Royce Landman and Jeff M 
cinak, under the supervision of Ken Dooley, are to 
congratulated for their long hour and hard work · 
this phase of the operation . 

The first week of January , 1982, saw the Weste 
Harbor conducting normal seismic operations in 
Gulf of Mexico- the successful result of countless ho 
of planning, construction, installation, and testin g. 

In the final analysis it takes more than a fine ves 
advanced technology, and money to make a success 
crew. It takes a group of men who are willing to wo 
hard, pay attention to detail, and maintain quali ty co 
trol; men who are willing to make personal sacrific 
and do anything it takes to get the job done. Weste 
Geophysical has just such a group to man the Weste 
Harbor- Party 68. ~ 

Engineer Clayton Bauer believes clean engines run bett 
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The Crew 
Tommy Haralson 

Mike Richardson 

J oe DeRu sha 
Jim Tatton 

Ken Davenport 
Steve Verheyer 
J ack Keiffer 
Jim H arms 

J ohn R ee e 
J ay Bouras 
Bill Young 
J oe H artze ll 
Cody Cheat\vood 

Herman Shorter 
Frank Fielder 
Doc H oliday 

Ron Cobb 
John Chandler 
Dan Hart 
Tom Lyons 

Darrell Entgelmeir 
Robert Kuhlman 
Terry Reese 
Glen Goodman 

Getting the tailbuoy on board is a painstaking job. 

Assistan t Gunner J oe H artzell changes a boot on an 
AQUAPULSE gun . 
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Chief Cook Herman Shorter keeps the food coming. 

The ship's features 
Mike Shoup, Reporter 

The motor ves el Western Harbor i the newest ad
rlition to Western' Gulf Coast fleet. 

Early in 1981 an offshore supply boat was purchased 
for conversion to a seism ic vessel. The previous year 
a similar conversion was made to a ship which became 
the Western Pa sage, so the procedures were well 
known. A marine architect was commi sioned and after 
many meetings with seismic and marine supervisory 
per onnel, the final plan were drawn and a shipyard 
wa selected. 

Since this ship was to have the AQUAPULSE® Sys
tem as the energy source, the existing exhau t stacks 
were moved to a single position (amidship) in order to 
provide walkway on the sides to accommodate the 
AQUAPULSE® units, and to allow adequate space for 
repair/fabrication of hose bundle on board. 

The ves el design incorporates the space needed to 
convert the crew to an airgun source if this is desired 
in the future . Area for airgun reel have been located 
so that extra long arrays could be deployed , if 
nece ary. 

The AQUAPULSE® control room i located over 
the compressor compartment and is removable for re
placement of oxygen concentrators or air compressor . 

The ei mic cable reel is located on the upper deck , 
is enclosed on three sides, and i covered by a deck 
uitable for helicopter landings when necessary. 

Sleeping quarters are located on the upper deck level. 
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Junior Observer]. Chandler in pects a 
recording of a seismic line. 

Each room has a desk and sink and every two room 
share a bathroom between them. A small lounge in thi 
area is provided with a videocas ette y tern for view
ing training and entertainment films. 

The large recording room i located on the main 
deck and contains the most modern digital recording 
and navigation systems. This area feature rece eel 
overhead lighting and a computer-room flooring, 
allowing efficient coolin g of the instruments without 
lowering the room temperature to an uncomfortable 
level. Three thousand reels of magnetic tape are stored 
immediately adjacent to the recording room, with ade
quate storage space available in other parts of the ship 
for more tape, if needed . 

Al o on the main deck is the Day Room, equipped 
with TV, refrigerator, sink, tables, couches, and chair . 

Forward of the recording room is the galley and a 
dining area which seat 20 persons at one time. The 
walk- in cooler and freezer and large pantry area ad
join the galley. 

Other features of the vessel include: closed circuit 
TV monitors throughout, intercom systems, safety and 
fire control systems, washer and dryer, VHF and single 
side band radio communications, and a large extend
ible crane for loading heavy equipment onto the deck 
or through hatche to the interior. 

The Western Harbor began seismic operations in 
December, 1981. ~ 

WESTERN PROFILE 

From left to right, A i tant Gunner Bo 
echanic jay Boura , unidentified work1 

Manager Roger Perk , and Party Man~ 

Captain 1Halcolm Lebeaux (front) instru( 
er watch- tanding procedure . 
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From left to right, Assistant Gunner Bob Kuhlman , Gun 
Mechanic]ay Bouras, unidentified worker, Assistant Party 
Manager Roger Perk, and Party Manager Bo Wilkerson 

Captain Malcolm Lebeaux (front) instruct a mate in prop
r watch- tanding procedures. 

work on the ho e bundles of one of the H arbor' 
AQUAPULSE guns. 

A sistant Party Manager R oger Perk fill out logs in the 
coordinating room. 
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RECORDING TRUCKS 

Wes tern's 
lifeline 
inthe 
field 
Julie Miller, Reporter 
Pam O 'Rear, Photographer 

ONE OF THE LIFELINES of Western Geophys
ical flows from its recording vehicles. The record

ing trucks and marine ves els are the primary in
struments in collecting and recording seismic data. 
" The e vehicles are why the company exists. Without 
the trucks we couldn't gather the seismic information ," 
tates Paul Perry, field equipment upervi or. 

The group in charge of rigging the recording vehicles 
i a section of the instrumentation department called 
"Truck Rig-Up." Paul coordinates the actual construc
tion of the vehicles and supervises the in trument in-
tallation and set up. 

All the truck are built in Hou ton at the truck com
pound with the except ion of the frame of the truck, 
which i as embled at Litton Resources Systems in 
Alvin, Texas. Vehicles a re built from the ground up, 
including some of the equipment inside of the truck. 
To build one vehi!=le, four to twelve crew members are 
needed, depending on the size of the truck. The in-
truments inside are extremely sensitive and require 

a cool atmosphere. "You can get a lot of failures ju t 
because of overheating. The instruments can generate 
a great d al of heat,'' says Paul. Therefore, each truck 

ha a capacity of 30-50 ,000 BTU's of air conditionin 
to maintain the cool environment neces ary for the i 
struments inside. The crew calls the inside of t 
vehicles "the doghou e." 

" If you turned the A.C. all the way down, you co 
freeze a cup of coffee in here in about 15-20 minute, 
Paul commented. 

Upon completion of the equipment, numero 
simulated tests commence to ensure the comp ten 
and accuracy of the in truments. 

Construction from beginning to end takes approx 
imately three months. Once completed, the vehicl 
stand 12 feet high and weigh 30, 000 pounds. The ti 
alone are five feet high. All the vehicles are diesel fuel 
and hydraulically driven. When completed, includi 
all construction and thorough te ting, the truck 
transported on a large flat-bed truck from the Hou to 
facility to the Houston port and hipped all over t 

world by cargo ves el . 
When gathering information in the field, an ob er• 

and junior observer stay inside the "doghou e 
monitoring the equipment. In order for the instrumen 
to record seismic data from the earth, geophon 
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attached to a cable are planted in the ground and the 
cable runs back to the truck . The seismic data are 
recorded onto magnetic tape inside the truck. To create 
ensations in the ground so seismic information can be 

gathered, the crew can use either vibrators or dynamite 
charges. The recording vehicles for dyn amite charges 
are much smaller than the trucks that record for 
vibrators . 

Like any sensitive instrument or vehicle, recording 
trucks require continuous maintenance . Mike Giam
bra, field engineer, does repairs and checks out most 
of the equipment. If any instrument in the vehicle 
needs repair, Mike goes wherever necessary to fix the 
problem. However, some countries have their own resi
dent Western technician available . 

Western 's recording vehicles constitute a major part 
of the company. These trucks collect seismic data from 
all over the world and the crews that build and operate 
the vehicles and instruments ensure top quality and ac
curacy to keep this important lifeline flowing. ffi1il 

A recording truck passes through a village in Thailand. 

FALL 1982 

Paul Perry examines the equipment inside a recording 
truck. 
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DAVIN 
Westem's Milano IJ 

P aolo Cella, Reporter 
Alberto Chiari and Paolo Cella, 
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returning from the field to Par 

picchio di Vinci. It is a dry and I 
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do eness of this part of Italy to Amt 
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Leonardo's native Tuscany in the fa 
F-81. More pecifically, the regior 
surveyed by Western for the first ti 
time. our sei mic lines are running 
territory of Vinci, Leonardo's birtl 

It is an eerie feeling to watch Cable 
~lauro Parlanti, and Silvano Bertuc 
the rolling hills and vineyards where 
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19.il 1\·as the first time Western exJ 
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~VINCI QEVI~ITED 
estem's Milano manager reflects on America's Italian origins 
lo Cella, Reporter 
rto Chiari and Paolo Cella, Photographer 

M DRIVING TOWARDS VINCI on Highway 67, 
returning from the field to Party F-81 's office in 
chio di Vinci. It i a dry and bitterly cold day-
u ual in April in the Tuscan hills of central Italy. 
traffic i light and the few cyclist I encounter hold 

the houlder of the road. Dark woolen scarfs 
ped around the neck and mouth leave only their 
uncovered. 
I drive along in my Italian compact, a persistent 

ght keeps rambling through my mind: the spiritual 
ness of this part of Italy to America, and vice ver
hared intellectual values and common material 
ent eem to keep surfacing through the history 

the two regions and bind them in a pecial relation-
. Columbus and Tuscan Leonardo were contem

'es , and the latter was certainly aware of the 
very of the New Continent. But for all his im

ation, even Leonardo could not dream that in
ments and technologies perfected in the very land 
fellow countryman had just discovered would one 
be probing the fields urrounding his hometown 
mc1. 
ch technologies in the hape and form of vibrator 
·e., high-sensitivity geophones, digital recorders , 
other advanced in trumentation were brought to 
ardo' native Tuscany in the fall of 1981 by Party 

1. More pecifically, the region of Tuscany was 
eyed by Western for the first time in 1951. This 

our seismic lines are running right through the 
tory of Vinci, Leonardo's birthplace. 
is an eerie feeling to watch Cablemen Luigi Felletti, 
ro Parlanti , and Silvano Bertuccioli slosh through 

rolling hills and vineyards where Leonardo used to 
as a child, and which he later depicted in so many 

was che first time Western explored the Tuscan 
n of Italy. Vintage ,·ibrator trucks park in front o[ 

Leaning Tower during that year. 

of his drawings. At a local pensione (hotel) in Spicchio 
di Vinci, Surveyors Giuliano Di Bernardo and Giuseppe 
Tombino look at a reproduction of Leonardo's map of 
the Arno River valley (the original is now in the Royal 
Windsor Collection). More than five centuries after 
Leonardo drew his original sketch, they both could 
locate, with reasonable accuracy, the places where 
Cablemen Liborio Tedeschi, Antonio Rizzetto, and 
others had been laying our seismic lines. 

The physical aspect of the Tuscan countryside ha 
changed little over the centuries compared to other 
parts of Italy. Instead of the large , indu trial concen
trations uch a Piedmont and Lombardy, Tuscany has 
mostly medium-sized industries and arti an enterprise . 
They are distributed in a flat, T-shaped area running 
from the mountains of Carrara to south of Livorno 
(Leghorn), and along the Arno Valley from Pisa to 
Florence. This part ofltaly has kept alive a long tradi
tion of responsibility and civility. The ennobling aspect 
of work is readily apparent from the sense of pride with 

Lingurian 
Sea 

• Bagni di Lucea 

•Volterra 

ITALY 
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which people here make things with their hands, a 
creative impulse not to be duplicated anywhere else in 
the world. Products of Tuscan ingenuity are to be 
found in most U.S. cities under labels which, in recent 
years, hav<;become household words: Gucci, Pucci, 
Ferragamo. 

Members of Party F-81 have plenty of opportunities, 
as they move from one Tu can town to another, to shop 
for artisan products or, simply, see them being hand
crafted. One such town is Volterra, not far from our 
crew's headquarters. Artisans turn out true works of 
art made of alabaster, a translucent, marble-like cal
cium sulfate extracted from local quarries. Alabaster 
"objets d'art" are found in museums and homes, from 
Yakima to Houston, as well as from Venice to Naples. 

Most towns and villages, in fact, are so rich in art 
that Tuscany is quite often dubbed as an "open-sky 
museum." 

Florence, of course, is a unique city. Here, Uffizi 
Galleries have opened up the world of art to the man 
in the street for half a millennium. The semicircular 
main square of Siena with its "Palio" horserace is a 
colorful show of standard bearers, warriors, drummers, 
and jockeys all donning trad itional sixteenth century 
costumes. In Pisa, one sees its round baptistery, the 
Romanesque cathedral, and the rectangular Holy Field 
(cemetery) situated around the leaning campanile. 

Off the beaten path there are the smaller towns, such 
as Bagni di Lucca, which was the choice spa of the great 
English travelers of the last century, among whom were 
Byron and Shelley. Then there is S. Gimignano, whose 
many house-towers preserve all the character of the 
thirteenth century. There is the isle of Montecristo 
made famou by A. Dumas or Collodi, Pinocchio's 
"birthplace," to mention but two from among the 
many other open- ky museums. 

Of course, not everyone in Party F-81 may be keen 
on delving into R enaissance art, or ready to speculate 
on supposed links connecting Tuscan and American 
civilization. For the younger members of our crew (and 
we have many in their twenties), such as Junior Com
puter Domenico Cortese, Junior Observer Osvaldo 
Graffiedi, Vibrator Operator Antonio Del Pepe, Assis
tant Surveyor Donato Cori, and Mechanic Pasquale 
Del Pape, Tuscany holds other attractions. Florence is 
only a short ride away and Fiorentina, the local soc
cer club, is currently vying for first place in the Italian 
professional championship. 

While F-81 wa operating along the coast between 
the Serchio and the Arno rivers, some of our crew 
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members had a chance to attend the Viareggio carniral 
parade. This event took place on the four Sunda 
immediately preceding Lent. On tho e day , hu 
"allegorical" floats, as high as 30 feet, were paraded 
on the promenade of Viareggio's waterfront. They 
cal led "allegorical" because they mock current even 
and personalities from all over the world . The floa 
have papier-mache model which are made to move 
turn, and dance by dozens of people hidden in ide t 

floats. These parades also spawn street dancing 
confetti -throwing, and practical jokes. Viareggio, 
some Westerners may remember, was the home port 
of the Western Sea during past marine survey off the 
Tuscan coastline. 

As I continue my journey towards Spicchio, I find 
my thoughts turning to this land and to America, t 
the existence of parallel patterns of culture between 
them. In fact, many natives of thi tiny region became 
part of American cultural and political development. 

There are so many of them that, apart from the 
geographical distance, it is hard to say whether any 
spiritual division actually separates America from 
Tuscany. Isn't it a fact that the name of Fibonacci, th 
thirteenth century mathematician, son of this land, i 
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Tower and ihc cupola of the Bapti ·iery GUJ be seen in the back<rround . 

) 

'L~ ~ 

Leonardo da Vinci farnred doing landscape sketches of his native land. The rolling hills that he depicted arc ome of the 
amc countryside that Western explores today. 
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On their way to work, our vibrators must pass through the center of the Tuscan ~own of Palaia. 

as familiar in Houston as it is in his native Pisa? 
Named after Fibonacci , a prestigious academy in 
America includes among its alumni many geophysi
cists, some of whom are Westerners. 

Isn't it a fact that the first nuclear chain reaction at 
the University of Chicago, back in 1942, was produced 
by Enrico Fermi, an alumnus of the University of Pisa? 
And didn't America pay tribute to another Tuscan 
when the longest suspension bridge in the world, span
ning lower New York Bay, was named after Verraz
zano? Dante and Boccaccio, Galileo and Machiavelli , 
Cellini and Michelangelo, Puccini and Amerigo 
Vespucci himself (who gave America its name) were 
also sons of this Tuscan land . 

It is well into the night when I get to my pensione 
in Spicchio di Vinci. As I ask for my room key, the 
night watchman hands me my mail. Some of it is from 
the tates and it bears stamps honoring Philip Mazzei 
and Sandro Botticelli, two more Tuscans. The Botticelli 
painting reproduced on one of the stamps, I believe , 
hangs today in the An Institute of Chicago- fitting 
evidence of the heritage America shares with this 
region . Philip Mazzei was friend and advisor to Patrick 
Henry, Benjamin Franklin , and Thomas Jefferson . 

Where doe America end, and where does Tuscany 
begin? Is it all just coincidence? Is it all the fantasy of 
a man born in Tuscany and irretrievably in love with 
America? Of a man who therefore sees in each the 
shadow and substance of the other? ~ 
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The sign reads Vinci , twin city with Amboise. A mbois 
is the French rown where Leonardo lived. 
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Jeff Brady and Julie Miller, Reporters 
Julie Miller and Pam O'Rear, Photographers 

WESTERN'S PURCHASING DEPARTMENT 
has recently expanded and relocated to 9990 

Richmond Avenue in Houston, Texas. Purchasing's 
primary duties consist of buying and ordering all equip
ment and supplies necessary to keep the crews opera
tional. Robert]. Malnory, with 16 years of experience 
at Western, has been appointed the new purchasing 
manager. For Bob, those years have been quite grati
fying. While working for many different people in 
\'aried capacities, he wa able to ee ome interesting 
places before finally calling Houston home. 

The responsibilities of the purchasing department 
have increased with the growth of the company. One 
of the changes necessitated by growth was the division 
of purchasing re ponsibilities among the buyers. Buyers 
now have specific geographical area for which they are 
re ponsible. Buyers Willie Priester and Mike Paulsen 
purchase for all the crews in the Middle East. Robert 
asseen, purchasing agent, andjeff Brady, buyer, han

dle the buying needs for the South American opera
tion . Russ Kaminsky is the buyer for Western crews 
in London and Singapore. Senior Buyer Loren Harsh, 
Buyer Bob Frederick, and Supervisor of Inventory 
Control Harry Ryan buy for the dome tic crews. Ex
pediting for Western's foreign crews is done by Mark 
Adams . 

Purchasing' s intricate system is well organized and 
almo t totally computerized. When a crew needs sup
plies or equipment, they send a requisition by mail or 
telex to Houston for processing. Once the telex reaches 
purcha ing, the support staff enters the information in
to a computer . A computer printout is made and 
di tributed to the proper buyer for that area. A buyer 
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Bob Malnory, with 16 years of experience at Western, is 
the purchasing manager. 

South American operations' buying needs are handled by 
Jeff Brady (left) and Bob Sasseen . 
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Members of the purchasing department are: (Bottom row, 
left to right) Diane Cane, clerk; Lorraine Moore, clerk; 
Helena 1\1ellen, clerk; and Beth Rennick, secretary. (Mid
dle row, left to right) R obin Smith, clerk; Benira]ackson, 
clerk; Patti Ambush, clerk; and Bob Sasseen, purchas-

then receives three quotes on prices from different ven
dors on the equipment to be purchased. A vendor is 
chosen and the equipment ordered. Bob Malnory and 
Bob Sasseen check the final stage of the purchase order 
for any errors and make ure the prices coincide with 
the current market rate. Urgent requisition are given 
priority and depending on the equipment to be 
ordered, the request can be in We tern's foreign ship
ping department within 24 hours. 

As with any department, purchasing would be lost 
without the help of the upport staff. R esponsibilities 
of the staff include entering all purchase orders into the 
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ing agent. (Back row, left to right) Bob Frederick, bur 
Loren Harsh, senior buyer; Russ Kamin ky, bu.re 
H arry R yan, supervisor of inventory control; I\.1i 
Paulsen , buyer; and Jeff Brady, buyer. 

computer, typing and mailing the purchase order 
the vendors, and handling all the clerical work fort 
department. Members of the support staff inclu 
Buyer Bob Frederick; Clerks Patti Ambush, Dia 
Cane, Benita J ack on, Helena Mellen, Lorrai 
Moore, and Robin Smith; Administrative As ist 
Dolores Nolan; and Secretary Beth Rennick. 

With a completely computerized department a 
over 130 combined years of Western experience amo 
the buyers, the department feels confident they c 
handle any ituation. ~ 
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Western surveys off 
the coast of Bahrain 

The following article has been reprinted with permis
sion of the Gulf Mirror Newspaper, Bahrain. April 3, 
1982 edition. 

T WO OR THREE HUNDRED times a day a 
long plume of spray leaps into the sky, followed 

by a muffled thump. 
The attendant seagulls swoop down to search for 

stunned fish, less daunted by the noise than a U.S. 
Navy vessel which has retired to a safe distance, the 
hydrophone operator no doubt clutching his ears. 

Off the village of Askar, Western Geophysical, the 
world's largest seismic exploration company, is on the 
last lap of a survey which goes right around the coast 
of Bahrain. 

Impress iv€ 

Part of the area has been surveyed before, but not 
·o intensively-and Western is now using new 
technologies to probe for gas and oil which may have 
been undetectable to earlier seismic instrumentation. 

Puzzled 

Western has brought a considerable fleet to Bahrain 
waters to carry out 5, 764 line kilometres of survey at 
depths ranging from below 60 metres to reefs drying 
out at low tide. The instrumentation aboard the 
We tern vessel is certainly impressive. 

Work in the deep water areas, stretching southwest 
and northeast to the limits of the Bahrain concession, 
was completed at the end of August by the Western 
Sea, using seismic streamer cable with a MAXI
PULSE® energy source- a system pioneered by the 
company. It uses an eight-ounce high-explosive point 
charge injected every few seconds below the surface of 
the sea by a water-pressurized pipe system. 

In intermediate water depths , the shallower draft 
We tern Voyager is about five weeks from completion 
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of its survey, again using seismic streamer cable but 
with a "high-pressure tuned airgun array" as energy 
source. 

Up to six airguns are suspended in the water at a 
predetermined depth and trailed behind the vessel. 

Upon instructions from the shipboard computer, a 
total volume of 520 cubic inches of air compressed to 
5,000 pounds per square inch is simultaneously re
leased to create an expanding bubble of air with 
characteristics similar to a MAX.IPULSE® explosion, 
but less damaging to the ecology. 

Care was taken to stay 500 metres clear of the 
undersea pipeline which delivers some 200,000 bpd of 
Saudi crude to the Bahrain refinery. 

Stranded 

The most difficult and labour-intensive section of the 
survey covers the reefs, from Fasht Al Jarim in the 
northwest to the shoals around Muharraq and south 
of Sitra. 

Only small craft can operate there, and the 26-foot 
Rotork jetboats occasionally find themselves stranded 
on a falling tide. Their aluminium hulls bear the scars . 
Their 25-hp Evinrude and Johnson outboards last 
about three months when used 12 hours a day, and 
spares and repairs are a constant drain on resources. 

At night, the half-dozen runabouts cluster around 
the mother sh ip Western Beach, anchored in deeper 
water, and the tender and accommodation vessel 
Western Geophysical III is lashed alongside. 

The Beach has been at sea since last June, although 
the 36 crew members work eight weeks on and four off. 

Their day starts around 4 a .m. and work is under
way by dawn. One of the jetboats lays the "line" drop
ping marker buoys anchored with a weight every 25 
metres, and navigating to an accuracy of one metre 
with the aid of Western's eight radio beacons. 

For the eastern reef area south of Sitra, the three sta
tions giving the best angles and signals are those on 
Jebel ad-Dukhan , Fasht Al Jarada, and on the coast 
beyond Jau. 

One or two Zodiacs then move down the line, at
taching telemetry and seismic- Telseis- buoys to each 
marker. A pair of geophones dangle from the sealed 
canister to the seabed, and each buoy is topped by an 
antenna for relaying the seismic data to the mother 
ship, where it is recorded both on paper and on 
magnetic tape and monitored on oscilloscopes . 

Afloat, the crews work fast to lay out 84 Telseis 
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buoys, of which 72 at any one time are transmitting 
the effects of each "shot." 

· On this job, the nearest is 400 metres from the shot, 
but in deeper water they can withstand the shock of 
an explosion only a few metres away. 

"Fire" 

While the navigating vessel continues to extend the 
line seawards, a Zodiac crew on the shoreward end 
pays out 100 metres of Geoflex detonating cord, deft
ly attaches a detonator before flinging the end over the 
side , and signals the mother ship. 

By the time the coordinator on board presses the 
"fire" button, the cord has sunk about five feet below 
the surface- and a curtain of white water rises to mark 
the shot. 

Within seconds the Zodiacs are picking up marker 
and moving Telseis buoys further along the line. 
another reel of Geoflex is paid out, another shot re
sound over the water. The crews average 250 shot 
a day, but in ideal conditions they have recently 
achieved 425, thought to be a company record. 

The equipment aboard the mother ship does not in
terpret the information received- that is· done at 
\!Vestern's London data processing centre- but it can 
tell whether good quality data are being obtained . 

Clearing up 

The work goes on from dawn till dusk, seven day 
a week. The Chinese cooks see to it that the crew are 
well fed, and no one complains if a hungry young man 
collects a bagful of goodies from the galley to sustain 
him through the long hours on the line. 

Only a pithy message on the mess notice-board
' ' If you are used to a wife or mother clearing up after 
you, STAY AT HOME"- betrayed the maleness of 
the environment. 

Captain Derrick Rutherford is an Australian. Hi 
crew includes New Zealanders, Britons, Malte e. 
Filipinos, and Singaporeans . 

Key men aboard are the coordinators, Mike Clark, 
a Cambridge physics graduate, and his colleague 
Graham Enderby, currently on leave. They are ulti
mately responsible for all aspects of the seismic work. 
from determining the lines to assessing the quality of 
the data. 

Just as some very tall men are known as Tiny. 
Mike 's quiet speech and unflappable personality ha\'e 
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earned him the nickname ''Flash.'' 
Some of the "Westerners" are barely out of their 

teen ; others have knocked around the world for half 
a lifetime. 

By the time the first exploratory well is drilled , bor-

ing 20,000 feet down through the strata they have 
charted, the Western Geophysical crews will be work
ing for another oil company, anywhere from Alaska to 
the South Seas. ~ 

A floating electronics laboratory. .. . and "home" eight weeks out of twelve for three dozen Westerners. 

WESTERN Geophysical was set up during the great 
depression of 1933. It started operating in Coalinga, 
California , for three oil companies which it still serves 
today. 

Marine exploration began in 1937, with shooting along 
the coast of Texas. 

Th e company was bought by Litton Industries in 1960 
and now forms part of the Houston-based L itton 
Resources Group, together with Aero Service Company, 
which does aerial surveying by SAR System® imagery 
un-eys, and Litton R esources Systems, which manufac-
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tures and markets seismic exploration equipment . 

Profit 

Western has foreign subsidiaries in lraly and Canada, 
and digital data processing centres in London, Singapore 
and the U.S. 

In 1980, the Litton Industries group as a whole 
reported sales of$4.2 billion, and operating profit of $496 
million, together with expenditure on re earch and 
development of $211 million. 
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20 YEARS AGO 
September 1962 

A ERO SERVICE CORPORATION, a new divi
sion of Litton Industries, is the oldest flying cor

poration in the world. Its primary function is the col
lection of intelligence from the air. .. Party 36, work
ing southwest of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes 
in Alaska, is actually Party 91' old truck crew, 
mounted on swamp buggies. Serving with the crew are 
Observer Roy Morris and Carl (Smiley) Marlett. The 
rest of Party 91 's Alaskan "old-timers," including 
Quin Williams and Oliver Krein, are with Party 36's 
new neighbor, Party 17 ... Party 54 was formed in 
Odessa, Texas, with the crew moving equipment on 
January 1. The original crew included Party Manager 
Ken Bryant and Observer Vernon (Stretch) David, 
soon joined by Dale Morgan, Assistant Observer Les 
Schmidt, Driller Joe Thomas, and Surveyor Jim 
Blair . .. Party 93 crew members departed from New 
York for Libya on an inauspicious date-Friday the 
13th (of October). Some of the problems soon to face 
the crew were lack of water, terrific temperature, and 
the constant drifting sand. Meeting the challenge were 
Italians Elio Spurio and Carmine Mantini, drillers; 
Shooter Fred Leonard; C. E. (Chester) Roundtree, in 
the recording department; and Charles Martin, equally 
at home handling his modem sewing machine or 
welding a truck frame. All these men are under the 
capable direction of Party Manager James Guess. In 
the office are Party ·Chief Jim Dees, Assistant Party 
Chief Bill Ross, and Computers Jim Scott and Aldo 
Patroncini . . . Under ea warfare is the subject of a book 
that nine Litton Industry employees are writing. Carl 
Savit, Western's director of geophysical research, has 
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been chosen to author the chapter on the under ea 
environment. 

10 YEARS AGO 
Fall 1972 

On February 13, a new member of Western's fleer, the 
Western Islander, was launched in Singapore by Cp1di 
Nicholls, daughter of Vice President C. W. (Chic) 
Nicholls and wife Bonnie. The new ship is in a clas 
of its own because it is the only seismic vessel in the 
world designed especially to work in both deep and 
shallow water. .. Among Party 77 regulars with the 
Western Beacon in the Gulf of Mexico are Coordinator 
WR. Brown, Captain Norman (Blackie) Creel, Relief 
Captain Jack Green, and later, replacing Russell 
Brown, Coordinator Kenneth Hernandez .. . Working 
around New Guinea, Party 73, and the Bayou Chico 
are Technician Tom Spenceley, Coordinator John 
Evans, Observer John (BlackMac) McTernan. 
Navigator Jan Polisenski, and Navigation Engineer 
Kent Goodloe . .. Since Party 62 was re-activated in 
March 1971 the crew has worked steadily in the 
Mediterranean area. Aboard the Western Sea ha\'e 
been Gun Operator Angelo Cachia; ·captain Wilmer 
(Tiny) Williams; Cook Eddie Reilly; Assistant 
Observer Roger Sharpley; Helpers Tommy Trotter, 
Dave Sharpe, and Reg Roberts; and Observer Claudio 
Lopez-Diaz. Among our visitors were Chief Instru
ment Technician Ron Bass, Assistant Coordinator 
John Law, Supervisor Ugo Picchiani, and Party Chief 
Alberto Chiari . .. Party 74 and the Western Geo
physical III took a far-ranging trip out of the Persian 
Gulf with Marine Engineers James Bowling and Diet
mar Jakobs, Assistant Coordinator Craigwood Milne, 
and Party Chief John Ivanitz. The ship was re-rigged 
at Madagascar during a visit by C. F. (Chuck) Sebas
tian, Jr., from the Galveston lab, and Instrument 
Supervisor Joe Davis. The Western Geophysical III 
then continued her trip to Mauritius with most of the 
above on boa.rd, as well as Junior Geophysical Analy t 
Max Summers, Captain Morris Arguelles, Helper 
Pedro Perez and Hugh Goodman, and Supervisor R. 
P. (Bob) Sherman .. . Western graduates this year in
clude Kenneth Baird, son of Geophysical Analyst Jim 
Baird, from Sharpstown High School in Houston;]. 
]. Uim) Guess, son of Party 21 Manager Arvel Cues, 
from Northglenn Senior High School in Northglenn 
Colorado; and Susie Williams, daughter of Supervisor 
C. Q. (Quin) Williams, from Marymount Interna
tional School in Rome, Italy. ~ 
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down Western' s line 

for 35 ye·ors 
GALVESTON PLANT MANAGER John]. Maines 
achieved a goal that few people at Western have done. 
He celebrated 3 5 years with Western on May 21, 1982. 
Recently, he was presented with his 35-year service pin 
from Neal Cramer, senior vice president, and John 
Rus ell, vice president, finance and administration. 
After the presentation , John was treated to a luncheon 
at Gaido's in Galveston , Texas. Attending the luncheon 
with John were W. T. Briggs, operations manager , 
Roland Broughton, administrative manager, LaNett 
Clapsaddle, purchasing and cu tamer service super
visor, Neal Cramer, John Russell, and former 
We terner Mack Towns. 

In 1947, John started out as a wireman on the night 
hift in the Los Angeles shop. He then moved to the 

laboratory shops on North La Brea Street in 1953 and 
became the senior electronics supervisor. In 1966, he 
wa promoted to electronics hop supervisor. When 
Western relocated the laboratory and shops to Houston 
in 1969, John moved with Western and 
excelled as the electronic department 
manager. 

John relocated in 1973 to become 
manager of the electronic department at 
the Houston instrument lab and shops on 
We tholme. In 1976, he moved to Gal
\'eston as the assistant plant manager and 
three years later transferred to Alvin, 
Texa for Litton Resources Sy terns as 
their plant manager. In 1981, John moved 
back to Galveston to assume his present 
role as plant manager. 

John Maines has moved quite a bit 

Maines traveled to Los Angeles to look for work in elec
tronics; he found it at Western. 

John married his wife, Sylvia, in Los Angeles. They 
have two sons and a granddaughter. Their younger son 
Gary, now 30, is sales manager for Broco and has a 
two-year-old daughter named Jennifer Lee Maines. 
Their oldest son Jim , now 32 , is an ordained minister 
erving at Our Saviour's Lutheran Church in Long 

Beach, California. 
When away from work , John joins his friends in 

bowling and golfing. Sylvia also bowls and plays golf 
and participates with other Western wives in monthly 
outings. 

John has come a long way since 1947. We at 
Western are genuinely proud of his dedication and suc
cess with We tern Geophysical. John has achieved a 
position with Western that commands respect and ad
miration. Congratulations to John J. Maines on his 
35th anniversary. 

ince he was born and raised in the little 
town of Elrose in Saskatchewan, Canada. 
John graduated from high school in 
Canada and then joined the Royal Cana
dian Air Force. He became an aircraft 
radar technician and a ergeant and was 
ent to England. After the war, Sergeant 

Celebrating Gal\!eston Plant Manager john Maine '35-year anniver al}' 

are, from left to right, John 1\!Iaines, Mack Towns, LaNett Clapsaddle, 
Neal Cramer, Roland Broughton, Tim Briggs, and john Russell. 
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down Western' s line 

for 30 years 
VICE PRESIDENT V . C. (Vic) Boyd has traveled 
down Western's line for 30 years. He started with 
Western as an assistant computer (see Editor's note on 
page 53) on June 6, 1952. In August of that year he 
became a computer and in less than a year he moved 
up to senior computer. 

On September 1, 1953, Vic achieved the position of 
chief computer. Three years later, he became party 
chief and began working on foreign assignments. In 
1962, Party Chief Vic Boyd transferred to Australia, 
where his two oldest children were born. On July 1, 
1964, Vic was named a supervisor and in 1966 he 
relocated to Shreveport, Louisiana. One year later the 
Boyds moved to Houston to stay. Vic was promoted 
to manager of South American operations on May 1, 
1969 and reached his present position as vice president 
of South American operations on July 1, 1971. 

Vic has traveled thousands of miles since he was 
born and raised in Campti, Louisiana. He graduated 
as valedictorian of his high school class and then at
tended Louisiana State University and Northwestern 

Vic Boyd 

State College. In college, he played basketball and 
track. Between LSU and NSC, Vic served two years 
in the United States Army as a physics and chemistry 
instructor in the Army education program. 

Outside of his favorite hobby, work, Vic enjoy 
fishing and watching sports. H e loves being with hi 
wife Shirley and their four children . Their oldest son 
Robert, now 19, graduated as a merit scholar from 
high school and now attends R ice, majoring in com
puter science. His daughter Megan is 16, son Victor 
is 15, and daughter Sarah is 12. 

Through years of dedication and hard work, Vic has 
reached an admired and respected position at Western. 
Congratulations to him on his 30 years and may he 
have many more anniversaries with Western. 

MANAGER OF OPERATIONS , Special Assign
ments James P. Qim) Denniston has entered the elite 
category of 30 years of service with Western. Jim began 
his career with the company on June 6, 1952, in West 
Point, Mississippi, under the late C . W. "Chic' 
Nicholls. It wasn't long until he was transferred to west 
Texas as chief computer on Party 65. In less than a 
year, Jim was promoted to party chief of Party 21 and 
was located in Ada, Oklahoma, with Neal Cramer as 
his supervisor. The next 10 years were spent as a party 
chief with assignments in Oklahoma, Texas, New 
Mexico, and culminating with a short stay in \'\'o 
Point, Montana. 

In 1963, Jim and his family were located in Shrew
port, Louisiana , where he was in charge of one of the 
satellite groups preparing data for the processing 
center. During this year he was given his first fore ign 
assignment as interim party chief for a land crew going 
into the Hadhramaut, a desert area located in the in
lands of the Aden Protectorate on the Arabian penin
sula. He held this assignment for about four months 
until the regular party chief arrived. 

In early 1964, Jim was promoted to supervisor and 
assigned to the Gulf of Mexico marine operation 
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under Howard Dingman. This lasted until late 1967 
when he was transferred to London as marine opera
tions manager for Europe, Africa and the Middle East 
under the watchful eyes of Leo Dunn, London-based, 
and Neal Cramer, U.S.-based. This assignment lasted 
approximately seven years, at which time, in late 1974, 
he and his family returned to the states, with their 
home being established in Houston. He obtained a 
manager of operations, special assignments title, with 
the requirements taking him back to the London area, 
Canadian area, and other areas of interest. 

Jim is presently assigned to Senior Vice President 
Neal Cramer's Eastern Hemisphere operations. 

Jim and wife Erline were both born in Alma, 
Arkansas. He attended school at the College of the 
Ozarks, majoring in mathematics, graduating magna 
cum laude in 1952. While there he participated in var
sity basketball, baseball, and football. 

He served a short stint in the U.S. Army in 1945-46 
with his primary assignment being in a special military 
police unit in Vienna, Austria . 

Jim enjoys golfing, fishing, and being with his wife 
and two grown children. His daughter, Brenda Dean 
Keen, practices law in Houston and his son Jim, Jr. 
is an assistant golf professional at Willowisp Golf Club 
in Houston. 

Congratulations to Jim and his wife Erline on 
achieving 30 years with Western . 

Jim Denniston 

TL\1E HAS FLOWN since May 8, 1952, when 
Supervisor William F. (Bill) Ross started with Western 
as a junior computer in Canada, working his way up 
to computer and chief computer. 
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In 195 7, Bill became assistant party chief. For a 
while in 1959, he worked in California, but soon 
returned to Canada. In 1960, Bill began many years 
of foreign travel for Western. As a foreign marine party 
chief, he moved to many fascinating places such as 
Turkey, the Arabian Gulf, New Guinea, Indonesia, 
Liberia, Ghana, Senegal, Ethiopia, Australia, England, 
Ireland, Norway, Denmark, Italy, and Portugal. Bill 
also worked land areas such as Louisiana, London, 
Spanish Sahara, Libya, Egypt, Pakistan, and Saudi 
Arabia. 

After nine years of foreign travel, Bill became an 
assistant supervisor and relocated to the London digital 
center, where he stayed until 1977. He then returned 
home to Canada and achieved his current title as super
visor of data processing. 

Bill was born and raised in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
He graduated from the University of Manitoba with 
a B.S. in geology and joined Western immediately after 
graduation. 

Bill and his wife Liliana met in the 1960' s while he 
was working in Ecuador. They have two children, 
William, 10, and Steve, 7. Liliana ' s activities include 
looking after her family, attending her church group 
functions, and supporting children's charities. Their 
children enjoy playing baseball and ice skating. Out
side of Western, Bill is an avid golfer. He even had a 
"hole-in-one" while golfing in Western Geophysical of 
Canada's golf tournament.. 

Bill received his 30-year pin from Vice President J. 
Warner Loven. A luncheon honoring Bill was held at 
the Port O' Call Restaurant. 

Bill Ross (left) and]. Warner Loven on Ross' 30-year 
anrnversary. 
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DRILLER MECHANIC WILBUR W. RILEY has 
celebrated 30 years of service with Western. Wilbur 
began with Western of America as a drill helper in Oc
tober of 1951 at Holyoke , Colorado. In November , 
1967, he started work with Western of Canada . 

Some interesting job experiences for Wilbur have in
cluded drilling all types of formations with air, water , 
air/water combinations , terraplus, and a sonic rig along 
the coastline of the Beaufort Sea, near Tuktoyaktuk , 
Northwe t Territories, Canada . Wilbur has worked in 
14 states for Western , including Alaska , and three 
provinces of Canada . 

Wilbur has moved approximately 60 times . His 
oldest son , Bruce, was in 32 schools before coming to 
C algary to tart the ninth grade. Wilbur a nd hi s wife 
Alice have five children: Bruce , 29, Debra, 27, Tim , 
25, D avid , 19, and Dia ne, 17. Despite their consta nt 
moving, the children remained excellent studen ts . 

Alice Riley works in the accounting department in 
the C aJgary offi ce . 

The Riley clan certainly are loyal Westerner · 
of the seven members have worked for We te 
three are currently working for Western. =n1 

]. Warner Loven (right) congratulates Wilbur Riley oo 
30th anni\'t'l" ary with Western . 

party pickings 
PARTY 105 - ANCONA, ITALY 
H enry River s, R eporter 
Tim Brophy, Photographer 

A job that enables one to see a fair slice of the world 
is probably the dream of a lot of people, and the crew 
of the We tern Ocean have been fulfilling that dream 
ever since Party 105 tarted out in June, 1981. 

The Western Ocean is the latest seismic vessel to join 
the London fl ee t. She was converted from a rig sup
pl y boat in Kiel , Germ any, and in nine months has 
worked her way from the North Sea to the Ibe rian 
Peninsula, through the Strait of Gibraltar , across the 
M editerranean to the Gulf of Suez and right back to 
the Atlantic. Port calls were made in D enmark , Nor
way, England , Irela nd , Spain , Tunisia, Malta , Egypt 
and Greece and the crew had excellent opportunities 
to see many places they m ight not otherwise have been 
able to see. Of course, drawbacks occur when moving 
from one prospect to another. For example, the climate 
changes, and therefore the er w has a varied wardrob 
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rangin g from cotton shorts a nd flip flops to wool 
jumpers, denim ", and wellie boots! 

Coordinators D ick Rowland and K eith P rior keep 
the crew on their toes, fo r each day and night the 
churn out the ·seem ingly endless number of line 
Keith , at the mom ent, is on a temporary loan to the 
We tern V oyager in the Gulf. We hope to have him 
back with us very shortly. M eanwhile, former Chie 
Navigator Miles Clarke has been promoted to as i · 
tant coordinator . Congratulations! 

In the control room , Navigator Simon Plachta and 
M artin Cooke and Helper H ank Rivers work out the 
intricacies of where the crew will be heading next, while 
Instrument Technicia ns Bob J ackson , P eter Dickin· 
son, and lain Hopkins keep the equipm ent runnin 
smoothly a well as sharing the ob erv ing dutie with 
the rest of the recordin g room team. Old-ti mer 
Ob erver Davey Reid (late of the Western Sea) i the 
only person who , with his Glasweigan accent, can 
make "good morning" sound like a threat! Dave 
add his experience with tha t of Junior Ob erver Mike 
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Fir r Afate Anders Nilsson gaze 
rhe Western Ocean. 

Davies and Yorkshire lad H elper Ian Barley. Ian is 
the resident comedian and manages to keep our pi ri t 
up with hi s rich collect ion of jokes and ready wit . 

For many on board , this will be their first voyage; 
however, by now they are fa r from new-hires as near
ly half the seismic crew who signed on in K iel have 
been on the Western O cean since then and form an 
integral part of the team . Connel M cCarthy came to 
the We tern Ocean from the Western Viking. Mike 
Seabrooke and Carmello P erez complete the recor
ding room contingen t, and are now enjoying a well
de erved break and will return in Italy- our next 
prospect. 

The shooting shack is even more cosmopolitan than 
the recording room. H ead Gunner "Aussie" T im 
Sheehan keeps those gu ns banging away with the help 
of Gun Mechanics T im Brophy, D. M ichael, Tim 
Crayton, Borromeo Panado, and Armando Garcia. 
Peter Gilber t and Gun M echanic Dave Burt are 
relaxing on break bu t will return to the ship in Italy. 

When spending two months at a time at sea, it take 
an excellent cook to keep the crew happy and the 
We rem Ocean ha good cooks on board. M any thariks 
go to Danny Collantes (now on break), Nester Mer
cado, and Romeo Goter a . The crew would al o like 
to thank them for their efforts over Chri tmas and the 
New Year. They put together feas ts, decorations, and 
tree and lights, bringing the season 's m agic to tho e 
of us many miles from home. 
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Many others play a vital role on the ship. Captain 
Uffe Benzon helps run a tight ship with the assistance 
of Chief Officer Nissen Pedersen and First Officer 
Anders Nilsson. Vital on board any boat are the 
engineers . Chief Engineer Jorn Jespersen and First 
Engineer Christian Nielsen keep the engines running 
smoothly, and are assisted by Rizalino Bibe, the 
motorman . The compressors make the life blood of the 
airgun system and Kurt lndegaard keeps them in 
shape. M eanwhile, the men who keep the W estern 
Ocean 's make-up in order are Seamen E lieos Alegre , 
Reynaldo M ateo, and Donald lmbing. Currently on 
break but very much a part of the team are Captain 
J ens Sorensen, Chief Mate Mike Pupescu, First Mate 
Jorn Fabian, and Compressorman Robin Terry, a 
very talkative Brummy living in Denmark. 

The crew has been lucky enough to have two crew 
parties which were superbly organized by Party 
M anager Charlie Steven s. The crew would al o like 
to take th is opportunity to thank Russ Stanland for his 
brilliant piano-playing at the last crew party in Piraeus, 
Greece. 

Coordinator Dick R owland sends a message from the 
telex monitor. 

T he original er w from Kiel has, with very few 
exceptions, remained the ame, which is a major fac 
tor in the excellent team spiri t evident on the boat. All 
department on board work together and social ize 
when on shore. The last port call in Cadiz, Spain, 
called fo r a fa ir amount of social izing by one and all. 
The crew arrived for port call just as the big February 
Carnival was about to commence . The treet were 
thronged with people, all dressed in brightly colored 
clothes . There were beautifully decorated floats moving 
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in procession to music through the city. 
Although the original crew from Kiel has remained 

very stable, some have gone their own way. Observer 
Freddie Chopra moved to the Western Viking. Senior 
Technician Chris Bogusz, who was so helpful in train
ing the new members of the crew, has gone to work 
in the London office . Observer JohnJaegar was pro
moted and transferred to the Western Arctic, and 
Richard Llewellyn, who worked on the boat for some 
time, became assistant party manager fo r the Western 
Viking. Ken Caskie, who ass isted our Party Manager 
Charles Stevens, left to become assistant party 
manager for the Western African. 

The past nine months have not been without adven
ture, which each crew member will remember for years 
to come. For many this is the first time at sea, and what 
an experience it has been! The North Sea has oblig
ingly baptized each and every one of us at one time 
or another. 

Two of our crew members are losing their bachelor 
status this summer. Coordinator Keith Prior marries 
in June, and Gun Mechanic Tim Brophy in July. The 
crew wishes them and their prospective brides every 
happiness in the future. 

Party Manager Charles Stevens (facing) handles per diem 
with Na\ ·igators Ma11in Cooke (left) and Simon Plachla 
(righ1). 
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Gun helpers learn the finer points of gun bundle repai 
from Gun Mechanic T im Brophy (far right) . 

PARTY 126 - RIO DE JANEIRO 
Clayton R. Seeley, Reporter 
Rickey Oaks, Photographer 

Hello from the Western Strait! Most of the crew 
members are away from this fine ship, going to school 
and gaining experience on other boats. Modification 
are being made to give the crew more accessible storage 
space and to update equipment. 

For the past two and a half years, the crew has been 
working along the coast of Brasil. (Yes, it is spelled with 
an '' s'' here.) They have traveled from the Amazon 
Basin, with its hot, muggy weather and frequent rain 
storms, to the more civilized climate in southern Bra il. 

In the navigation department the Western Strait has 
Navigation Engineer Bob Campbell, who is constantly 
hoping nothing goes wrong, and Navigator William 
Kershner, whose main interests include nature studies 
and keeping the gravity meter operational. Navigator 
Phil Marsden complements the other two by improv
ing the calculator programs. The Western Strait's mo 
recent members include Navigators Mario Vascon· 
celos hailing from Portugal, Wayne Kampjes from 
New Zealand, and Raymond Allen from England. All 
three have been vigorously learning the rope and the 
equipment . 

The dirtiest bunch, the gunners, consistently do good 
work and keep the " pops" going. Well-maintained 
compressors and lack of "circles due to guns" tribute 
them all. The gunners include Chief Gun Mechanic 
Glen Martin from New Zealand and Compressor 
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A client is lifted from the Western Strait via helicopter. 

Mechanic Rickey Oaks from the U.S. Gun Mechanic 
Russel Blank from New Zealand, Gun Mechanic 
Carlos Peredo from the Philippines, and Narciso 
Perez and Gun Operator Ronny Arraigada from 
Chile comprise the rest of this well-organized team. 
Coordinator Ian Crawford from England and Assis
tant Coordinator Terry Anderson along with Coor
dinator John Barret make sure everyone stays on their 
toe and maintains good standards of production. 

In the recording room, Observer Brian Calledare 
keeps everything under control with a minimum of 
fu , while Junior Observers John Marlan from 
Australia, Glenn Munroe from England, ltamar 
Monteiro from Brasil, and Gorm Esbirk from Den
mark keep the tapes rolling and the papers flowing. 

Digital Technicians Rod Barker and George 
Wonica, who hail from England and the U.S. respec
tively, keep our instruments in good shape and always 
lend a hand where necessary in the recording room. 

The kitchen crew, being of vital importance, is made 
up of Gerardo da Cunha, Delceir Farias, Vamil 
Gouvea, and Paulo Santiago, all from Brasil , and the 
crew's latest addition, Omar Maresca from Uruguay. 
They keep us well-fed and the kitchen spotless . 

Keeping a ship in good condition requires painstak
ing work and much dedication from Captains Emil 
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Olsen and Jens Joergensen; Mates Eraham Shepherd 
and Hans Nielsen; Engineers Mogens Hald, Heine 
Schmidt, Clavs Svensson, andJesper Petersen; Elec
tricians Bo Moller and Joergen Hansen; Boatswain 
Carlos Latiza; Motorman Renato Gatchalvan; and 
SeamenJaime Peralta and Felipe Galang. The crew 
owes them much gratitude for keeping the Western 
Strait well-preserved, organized, always clean , and life 
aboard much more pleasant. 

On land, the Western Strait has Navigation Coor
dinator/Technician Carl Chambers looking after the 
base stations and the equipment. Base stations have 
been manned by many people on this crew, but recent
ly they have been Station Operators Humberto Souza 
from Brasil and Joe Brown from the U.S. 

Finally, there are Party Managers Kim Brown from 
Australia, who left temporarily on leave of absence, and 
Clayton Seeley from the U.S ., keeping the Western 
Strait supplied and paperwork flowing from the boat, 
while Assistant Party Manager Mike Boyd keeps all 
the paperwork in order. 

With this great bunch, the Western Strait has, dur
ing the last two years, set a production record in 
August, 1981 , of 4600 kilometers in 31 days. 

Serenity surrounds the boat as the crew disperses 
temporarily. By the time the crew comes back , there 
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should be more space and a ship that will be in top 
shape to go back to work. Cheers, and keep up the 
good work. 

PARTY 727-HARVEY, NORTH DAKOTA 
John Buntin, Jr., Reporter 

It can now be stated with certainty that vibrator crew 
727 has survived the winter of '81 -'82. With 53 con
secutive days of sub-zero weather here in Harvey, 
North Dakota, it has been a challenge to both crew 
members and natives of "NODAK" alike to stay 
reasonably warm , and we have succeeded. This was 
due partly to the forethought of Party Manager Lyn 
Wentz, who supplied not only safety reports on beating 
the winter, but also information on where to pick up 
winter survival gear, so that no one suffered frostbite. 

The jug-crew, however, did suffer a few per onnel 
changes since last year. Only Helper Jeff Watts re
mains of the original bunch that came up from Utah. 
Our new juggies include Mary Jo Edgar, Rory Brady, 
Daren Lysne, Bryan Perry, Dave Harildstad, Chris 
Wilbur, and Steve Dodgson. One juggie whose pa
tience paid off was Mike Resser , who , after waiting 
16 months, finally got his own jug-truck. He now joins 
Truck drivers Rick Larsen and Tim Boston and Cable 
Pusher Roddy Anderson, who have been on Crew 727 
for over two years. 

Speaking of service, June finds Observer Bob Witt 
working for Western Geophysical for five years, both 
in the U.S. and abroad, with two years spent on this 
crew. Working with Bob are Junior Observers John 
Buntin, Jr. and Helper Dwayne Pieske , who also 
doubles as our field clerk. We also hope to see and hear 

more from Field Technician Steve Pepper, 
worked with this crew before Bob. 

Our last article boasted of how the recording c 
was going to catch up with the survey crew, buts 
was not the case. Head Surveyor Kurt Schneider's 
ly problems have been farmers who thought the 
flags were sunflower stalks and plowed them under 
the rest of the fields. The survey crew also consi t 

Dennis Jenkins, new member Rob Holme, 
Bruce Watts, who not only is learning the fine art 
surveying but also of permitting. 

Bruce is learning from the best. Our permit ag 
is David Baule, who took the reins of permittingj 
over a year ago. Dave does a good job of keeping 
with the seismic laws of whatever state we're in, 
also keeping up with the farmers in our area. Bar · 
the appearance of silver-tailed prairie dogs (a 
species in Utah which stopped production for a day 
a half while the DNR ascertained if vibrators did 
damage to their holes), there seems to be nothing w · 

will keep Dave from supplying us with lines. 
April finds Crew 727 celebrating two wedding . 

first was Head Mechanic Don Swalla 's marriage 
Lynn, both from Iowa. Now back in North Dako 
Lynn is learning about Western life as fast a Don 
learning about married life. The other marriage 
between Paul and Margie Benson. Crew 727 wi 
good luck to both happy couples. 
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Party 727 experienced many water hazards that Truck Driver Tim Boston (at door) and the other dri,·ers had to tolerate 
during the spring thaw. 

The vibrator crew has also experienced a few 
changes. With us still are veteran Vibrator Operators 
Curt Peterson and Mike Peters, to make sure we keep 
haking the ground every day. They are now joined 

by Todd Bakken and Dean Swalla, who are fast learn~ 
ing how to be a "vibe-op." After hours the vibe-ops 
enjoy riding around on a completely different type of 
vehicle-three-wheeled ATV's. They are getting very 
good at popping wheelies and traveling over terrain 
which is best left alone if driving an 18-ton vibrator. 

The spring in Harvey has done something which the 
abnormally cold winter could not-slow us down. With 
the spring thaw and the subsequent rains, we found 
ourselves more often in the shop than on the field, 
where we tuned up our trucks to perfection but could 
not shake up the ground . The summer promises to be 
much better to us, and we at crew 727 feel that this 
year will be just as good a year as the la t , and plan 
to make it that way. 
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Some of the crew members from Pai-ty 727 reminisce over 
a photo album at the Christmas party. 
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PARTY 350 - ABU DHABI 
Mark Taeger, Reporter 
Roberto Picchiani and Leroy Kerns, Photographers 

Hi from Party 350 in Abu Dhabi - land of sun and 
sand! 

Experienced Observer Roberto Picchiani has had 
the party competently blasting through the awesome 
terrain of the empty quarter for close to a year. Rober
to came out of retirement from his native country, Italy, 
to help the crew get started and has done a grand job. 

Working near the Saudi Arabian border and 
bedouin (nomadic Arabs) camps makes life full of sur
prises. Checks by border-patrols (who seem to appear 
out of nowhere!) and camel herds wandering across 
geophone flyers add color to the daily routine. The 
hospitality of the local bedouins often leads to invita
tions to drink camel milk and eat dates in their tents. 

Veteran Drill Pushers Ali Abouda and Ali Benghazi 
keep the production levels at their maximum with their 
incredible qualities of persuasion. H elping them are 
Drill Mechanics Vaughan Thomas and Ken Holt, 
who, facing up to another summer, continue to do a 
magnificent job maintaining the drills. 

The workshop team, run by Chief Mechanic Dave 
Tucker, also excels in keeping the camp and its equip
ment running effectively, which is greatly appreciated 
by all. Mechanics Raj R.akhra and Mike Gregory are 
just the right heights to fit under jeep bonnets and 
buggy axles, which probably accounts for their expand
ed knowledge of most vehicles. 

Our Observers Brian Eagen and Leroy Kerns and 
Chief Observer Brian Rolfe ensure the days success 
with methodical precision . 

The refraction crew, run by Junior Observer Mark 
(Max) Taeger, keeps ahead of the drills because of the 
unending enthusiasm of the resident ''Hulk,'' Junior 
Observer Lido Gemignani and Junior Observer Rick 
Radant. Helping with the computing is Mark 
Wrigley, when he's not thinking of new ways to save 
money! Veteran Driller Jan Heijne makes up our hap
py weathering band with willingness to help everyone. 

Out in front are Surveyors Chris Mutten, Edward 
(Fast-Eddy) Priestley, and Assistant Party Manager 
Jack Starr guiding us over the highest dunes and 
roughest sabkhas they can find! Modern surveying 
methods such as satellite imagery are being utilized for 
this area and the occasional use of a helicopter helps 
with the scouting of proposed lines. 

Surveyor Edward Priestley is taking the plunge this 
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Helpers pose next to an up-hole drill at work. 

Observer Brian Eagen (standing left) and junior Ob ern·r 
Mark Taeger (right) grin at Drill Mechanic Va ughan 
Thomas' handiwork in the crew office. 
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Puffer drills work near the Saudi Arabian bore 

Party 350 is seen on location at Liwa. This shot 
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Puffer drills work near the Saudi Arabian border in September, 1981. 

en on location at Liwa . This shot was taken from the top of a nearby and dune. 
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summer with fiancee Jane; so are Drill Mechanic 
Vaughan Thomas and Debbie Farthing. The crew 
wishes them the best of luck and a happy and pros
perous future. 

A potential doodlebugger was born to Jan and Cor
ry Heijne and another is on its way for Raj and Isobel 
Rakhra. Congratulations all around. Also in keeping 
with Western's policy of.production, the party mascot 
Foxy had a litter of six cuddly puppies which have since 
made their way to other crews. 

With temperatures rising well into the lOO ' s and the 
summer humidity reaching to 90 % plus, Party 350 
looks forward with confidence and high morale to 
another hot season . 

Ma Salaam! Until next time. 

Observer Leroy Kerns adjusts the camera in the recorder. 

Observer Roberto Picchiani sends in the daily report. 
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Observer Roberto Picchiani (left) and labor camp boss Daud 
Khan tend to the daily administrative chores of the camp. 
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:ARTY 702 - KANSAS 
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Brian Eagen talks to the line crew in che recorder. 

Roberto Picchiani (left) and labor camp boss Daud 
d to the daily administrative chore of the camp. 
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PARTY 702 - KANSAS 
Patrick A. Thomas, R eporter and Photographer 

It was a memorable spring and summer for many 
of the members of Party 702 . Seventeen of us received 
safety awards , including Vibrator Operator George 
Korobka ' s five-year safety award. Others receiving 
awards were Party Manager H. D. (Slick) Watts; Per
mit Agent Willard Rachal; Cable Technician Nancy 
Watts; Permit Agent Dan Mainus ; Observer Chris 
Neff; Vibrator Mechanic Joe Garcia ; Cable Pusher 
DeWayne Anderson; Surveyor Ralph Unversaw; 
Vibrator Operators Kenneth Burrous, Roger Chad
.wick, and Juan Garcia; Cable Truck Drivers 
Timothy Paul and Michael Staley; Surveyor Manley 
Mainus , Jr. ; Junior Observer Richard Snider; and 
Geophysical Trainee Patrick Thomas. 

Permit Agent Willard Rachal celebrated 15 years 
of service at the crew production dinner on June 12. 
Willard also spent some time in April relaxing with 
his wife Shirley and brother Gene in Las Vegas. 
Vibrator Operator George Korobka received another 
award on April 3-a 9-pound 12-ounce boy named 
Brice. 

Tcrc<Ja chaar and Vibrator Operator Roger Chadwick 
n·ere marn'ed on April 1 7. 
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Teresa Schaar and Vibrator O perator Roger Chad
wick were married on April 17 in Gaines , Penn
sylvania. LindaJones and Helper Jim Huff were mar
ried on May 29 in Colby, Kansas. Party Manager H. 
D . (Slick) Watts ' son Donnie was graduated from 
North East Louisiana University on May 15 in 
Monroe, Louisiana. Donnie received his degree in 
construction engineering. New Geophysical Trainee 
K evin Mitchell was welcomed aboard the Party 702 
caravan on June 17. Kevin is from Mattoon , Illinois , 
and was recently graduated from Western Kentucky 
University in Bowling Green , Kentucky. Experienced 
summer Helpers Wayne Mainus and James Schott 
II also joined us to relieve vacationing employees dur
ing the summer months. Have a nice fall! ~ 

Party Manager H. D. (Slick) Watts (right) awards Per
mit Agent Willard Rachal (left) with his 15-year service 
pm. 

Party 702's celebrated vibrator crew includes, left to right, 
Roger Chadwick, Kenneth Burrous, Juan Garcia, George 
Korobka, and Joe Garcia . 
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Salvador de Jesus Garcia is the six-month-old son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Juan Garcia. Juan is a vibrator operator. 

Brice Korobka , new son of Vibrator Operator George 
Korobka and wife Virginia , was born on April 3. 
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I 
Linda Jones and Helper Jim Huff were wed on May 29. 

Safety Award recipients are: (first row, left to right) SuIYeyor 
Ralph Unversaw, Cable Pusher DeWayne Anderson, 
Vibrator Operator Roger Chadwick, Vibrator Opera tor 
Juan Garcia, and Observer Chris Neff (Second row, left 
to right) Vibrator Operator George Korobka, Cable Tru ck 
Dri\·er Timothy Paul, Surveyor Manley Mainus, Jr .. 
Vibrator Operator Kenneth Burrous, Cable Truck D1frcr 
Michael Staley, and Party Manager H. D. (Slick) i1att'. 
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arty Safely News 
PARTY 775 

Kevin Breshears (left) and Rock McLeod, observers for 
Party 775, pose for Western 's safety director inside a 
recording truck. 

Party 77 5 vibrators pass through a grape orchard near 
Bakersfield, California. 
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by Wayne Prince, Director of Security 

PARTY 701 

Uvalde, Texas, best known for being the home of 
former Vice President John Nance Garner, Garner 
State Park, lots of cacti, mesquite trees, and an abun
dance of rattlesnakes, temporarily headquartered Party 
701. 

Representative Butch Allen conducted an early 
morning safety meeting in May prior to going to the 
field. 

Party Manager Alan Robertson had just recently 
taken over Party 701 and is doing an outstanding job. 
Alan is not only production-minded but is also highly 
safety-conscious and deeply concerned about his crew 
members. 

Manuel Garcia, the mechanic, keeps a close watch 
on "his" equipment and the crew found the vibrators 
and vehicles in excellent condition. 

The majority of the members of Party 701 are 
natives of Beeville, Texas, which is the crew's 
headquarters. 

Judging from Party 70l's good safety record , 
Wayne Prince's next visit to them will hopefully be 
for a six-month safety award dinner. 

Mechanic Manuel Garcia stands beside his truck that he 
keeps spotless and in top condition, like all other vehicles 
on his crew. 
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Helpers Santos Medina (left) and Felix Garcia (right) 
stand by for Butch Allen (center) to inspect their truck . 

PARTY 743 

Dave May, party manager of Party 743, hosted 
Western Geophysical Company's first safety award 
dinner of 1982 at Cayuma, California. 

Party 7 43 had a six-month free reportable injury 
record and had actually qualified for the award about 
a month prior. 

Gene Stramel, the safety supervisor for the R ocky 
Mountain and West Coast regions, conducted a short 
safety meeting and congratulated everyone on their 
outstanding safety record. 

Dave May arranged for a wonderful steak dinner 
at Lee's, a place where you can also get real buffalo 
burgers and they are great. 

After dinner, drawings were held for door pr izes . 
Jamie Sanborn won a garment bag, Helper Rosen
do Espinoza was the lucky winner of a duffel bag, 
Helper Rick Nichols won a portfolio, and Cable Truck 
Driver David Mcintyre got a cap. 

In addition to 26 employees and two wives, the party 
had two special guests- Crystal Pendleton, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pendleton, and Michelle Mcin
tyre , daughter of lYlr. and Mrs. Dave Mcintyre. Jeff 
is an observer and Dave is a truck driver . 

Congratulations to Dave May and everyone on 
Party 743 for ajob well done . Let's keep the momen
tum going for another b ig dinner. 
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Party 743's safety award dinner was held at Lee' 
restaurant rhat features buffalo meat on the menu. 
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Crystal Pendleton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff 
Pendleton, gets her share of affection from the entire family 
of 743 as her mother looks on . 

PARTY 721 

Party 721, temporarily headquartered in Wasco, 
Cali fo rnia, in March, is the pride and joy of Party 
Manager Del Hill. 

Del led Gene Stramel and Wayne Prince west of 
Wasco, away from the great citrus groves and blossom
ing trees right into some flat, sandy land. When they 
came upon the crew, members were shaking right 
through one of the richest oil fields in California. 

Del took everyone up into the recording truck and 
introduced them to Observer Dick Roberts and Junior 
Observer Kenny Musselman. Dick and Kenny ex
plained they were doing "single sweeps" and only 
doodlebuggers know what they meant by that. 

Gene conducted a safety inspection on Del ' s crew 
and equipment and had "slim pickins" when he looked 
for safety problems. Del really stays on top of things 
and his equipment looked good. 

Party 721 is also setting their sights on a good safe
ty award dinner and it looks like they are going to make 
it , too. 

The party appreciated your hospitality, Del. Good 
luck to you and everyone on Party 72 1. 
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l 
Mike Eutsey (left) andJeff Jones take time to replace a 
bad taillight bulb . . . one of the few things Gene Stramel 
could find wrong on Party 721. 

Party 721 vibrator operators (from left to right) are Mike 
Garrett, Mike Brown, Lupe Contreras, Kevin Butler, and 
John Cogh'n. 

-----Party 721 shakes right through one of the richest produc-
ing fields in California. 
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PARTY 735 

Mechanic Jim O'Neal keeps the rigs running and keeps 
Western 's vibrators in top condition. 

Observer Jerry Riser of Party 735 doesn't have room for 
too much company in the recording truck. Jerry says he 
stays pretty busy and the line goes fast. 

Party 735 's vibrators are coming into view on the left 
horizon and oon pass through hillside covered with 
flowering fruit trees. The crew, headed by Buddy Van 
Wagenen, has qualified for a ix-month afety award 
dinner. 
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. PARTY 301 

Safety Representalivc Butch Assistant Parry 
Manager David Frye observe drilling operations just out· 
side the city limits of Rosenberg, Texas. 

A recording truck of Party 301 's sits outside of the city 
limits of Rosenberg, Texas. This crew was the first powder 
crew ever given permission to work inside the city limit 
of Rosenberg. Safety was the main consideration before 
allowing Western to perform this type of work. 
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a/Cty R epresentative Butch Allen inspects 
hole for Party 301 in R osenberg, Texas . 
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Safety R epresentative Butch Allen inspects a loaded shot 
hole for Party 301 in R osenberg, Texas. 

Safety R epresentative Butch Allen and Assistant Party 
Manager David Frye inspect the powder log inside the 
powder magazine at the job site . ~ 
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HERE'S THAT SAFETY MAN AGAIN 

That Safety Man has shown up again, 
He does that e\·ery now and then. 
He'll call a meeting that's a sure bet 
Cause we ain't had none this month yet. 
He'll show us a film or maybe just talk, 
Tell us about hustlin 'jugs and how to walk. 
He'll talk about fire extinguishers, they gotta be checked, 
About our driving and some of the vehicles we've wrecked. 
He'll beg us to drive our units with care. 
As for booze and drugs they better not be there. 
Some of us get nenrous when he visits our crew. 
He'll check first-aid kits and make sure they are true. 
We don't mind these meetings that ha1/e to be, 
Cause Safety is first and the coffee is free. 

Gene Stramel 
Denver Safety 
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ON TUESDAY, MARCH 30 , a farewell party was 
held for Vice President Damir Skerl at the Civic Centre 
in Hounslow, Middlesex. Damir has returned to the 
Houston office from London to take on additional 
responsibilities as coordinator of research and develop
ment. Party festivities commenced with disco music 
and a buffet. 

Joe Saltamachia was called upon to make a short 
speech and present gifts to Damir and his wife, Zdenka, 
from their friends in London. These included a limited 
edition of a Wedgwood "Potter" in black basalt and 
an antique map of Middlesex. Damir gave a short 
speech in reply as well as a big thank you on behalf 
of himself and Zdenka. We in London wish him well 
in his new assignment. 

It certainly was a busy week for farewells as on 
Wednesday, March 31, it was time to say farewell to 
Kate Pile , who also transferred to Houston . 

Both Damir and Kate will be missed in London but 
we wish them good luck in Houston. 

~ 

I -
" 

Shipping/Purchasing Manager Derek Massey (left) 
receives his 15-year service pin from Vice President Damir 
Skerl. 
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Ian Edwards , party manager of the Western Arctic 
(Party 103), proudly announced the birth of daughter 
Anita, who weighed in at 7 pounds 2 ounces on April 
4. Anita is the first child of Ian and wife Sylvia. Sylvia 
is well known to many at the London office as she 
worked in the processing center for two and a half years 
before leaving to start a family. 

Shipping/Purchasing Manager Derek Massey re
cei ved his 15-year service pin from Vice President 
Damir Skerl. During a visit to the London office while 
on break from Mozambique, Gordon Smith, coor
dinator on Party 182 (Western African), received hi 
10-year service pin from Resident Director Joe 
Saltamachia. 

Anita Edwards, new daughter of Western Arctic Party 
Manager Ian Edwards and his wife Sylvia, sl.eeps soundly 
despite the camera. 

VIBRATOR SUPERVISOR for Party 505, Lawrence 
Dowdy, has reason to be proud of his children Cyn
thia and Michael this year. Michael graduated from 
Texas A&M University on December 12, 1981. Cyn
thia graduated from Midland High School on May 28 
1982 . Michael enrolled in the Officer Indoctrination 
School at the Na val Education and Training Center 
in Newport, Rhode Island after graduating. From there 
he entered the Navy Civil Engineer Corp Officers 
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School in Port Hueneme, California, and graduated 
on June 11 , 1982. He is presently working for the U.S. 
Navy Civil Engineering Corp as a construction con
tracts officer in Monterey, California. 

Cynthia will attend Midland College majoring in ac
counting. Presently she works as a hairdresser for J.C. 
Penney styling salon. 

Cynthia Darlene D owdy 

SECRETARIES FROM WESTERN'S Galveston 
facility were treated to lunch Wednesday, April 21 for 
National Secretary Week. 

Seafood was enjoyed by all at Clary's , one of 
Galveston's finest seafood restaurants. Attending the 
luncheon were Marine Transport Division Manager 
Bob Nicholls, Marine Transport Division Assistant 
Manager Dan Crissman, Marine Transport Division 
Secretaries Michelle Wilkenfeld and Marianne Olvera, 
Plant Manager John Maines, Operations Manager 
Tim Briggs, Secretary Lindie Nanninga, Technical 
Coordinator Chuck Sebastian, and his Secretary Joann 
Mahoney. - Lindie Nanninga 
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JOHN C. C. MATHEWSON, former resident 
manager in Saudi Arabia, was given a farewell din
ner on January 21 by the members of Party 555. 

A few of the guests present were Ali and Gloria Ar
dali , Tony and Vera Kudrna, Earnie Jopp, Jack Bull , 
Mike Fleming, Lance Bird, Andy Anderson , Peter 
Williams , Dave Buttle, and Dave Durham. 

A toast was proposed in honor of John and his in
numerable contributions towards the progress of 
Western in Saudi Arabia were cited. John thanked the 
host committee and wished Western Saudi all success 
in its future endeavors . 

Personnel Manager Saeed Al Ghamidi, on behalf of 
the host committee, presented John with an 18-kt gold 
Longines wrist watch and his wife Joan with a tradi
tional embroidered Saudi evening dress .- Saeed Al 
Ghamidi 

Former R esident Manager John ·Mathewson (left) receives 
a farewell gift from Personnel Manager Saeed Al Ghamidi 
and members of Party 555 in Saudi Arabia. 

KELLY KREIN, daughter of Anchorage Shop Super
visor Ollie Krein and wife Carol , graduated from East 
Anchorage High School in Anchorage, Alaska, on May 
27. 

Kelly ranked tenth in her class of 379, with a grade
point average of 3. 7. She received the Lucy B. Cuddy 
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School in Port Hueneme, California, and graduated 
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Navy Civil Engineering Corp as a construction con
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Penney styling salon. 

Cynthia Darlene Dowdy 
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JOHN C. C. MATHEWSON, former resident 
manager in Saudi Arabia, was given a farewell din
ner on January 21 by the members of Party 555. 

A few of the guests present were Ali and Gloria Ar
dali, Tony and Vera Kudrna, EarnieJopp,Jack Bull, 
Mike Fleming, Lance Bird, Andy Anderson, Peter 
Williams, Dave Buttle, and Dave Durham. 

A toast was proposed in honor of John and his in
numerable contributions towards the progress of 
Western in Saudi Arabia were cited. John thanked the 
host committee and wished Western Saudi all success 
in its future endeavors. 

Personnel Manager Saeed Al Ghamidi, on behalf of 
the host committee, presented John with an 18-kt gold 
Longines wrist watch and his wife Joan with a tradi
tional embroidered Saudi evening dress.-Saeed Al 
Ghamidi 

Former Resident Manager]ohn ·Mathewson (left) receives 
a farewell gift from Personnel Manager Saeed Al Ghamidi 
and members of Party 555 in Saudi Arabia. 

KELLY KREIN, daughter of Anchorage Shop Super
visor Ollie Krein and wife Carol , graduated from East 
Anchorage High School in Anchorage , Alaska, on May 
27. 

Kelly ranked tenth in her class of 3 79, with a grade
point average of3.7. She received the Lucy B. Cuddy 
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scholarship award for excellence during her high school 
career. 

As captain of the varsity swim team, member of the 
varsity soccer team , class officer for three years, 
member of the symphonic band, and prom princess 
during her junior and senior years, Kelly set an ex
cellent example of leadership and achievement. 

During her junior year, Kelly was the chapter wor
thy advisor of Rainbow Girls , and was invited to the 
U.S. Air Force Academy to participate in a science and 
math eminar for high chool student . 

Kelly will attend Lewis and Clark College in 
Portland, Oregon , majoring in biomedical engineering. 

During the summer he was an intern in U.S. 
Senator Frank Murkowski's office in Washington , 
D.C. 

K elly Krein 

WESTERN MANAGER Robert Rector and Super
visor Joan Akin were married on June 5, 1982. The 
ceremony took place at 11 a .m. at the home of Virgie 
Bryant, receptionist, for 21 close friends and relatives . 
A champagne brunch, ho ted by Virgie, immediately 
followed the ceremony. 

Joan was given away by her son , Mike Akin. Her 
daughter, Laura, was the maid of honor. The best man 
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was the groom 's father, Colonel R. G. Rector, retired. 
After the morning ceremony and brunch, there was 

a reception at 2 p.m. at Rob's home and approximately 
80 guest attended. Rob's daughter , Stephanie, took 
care of the guest book for the reception while hi 
daughter Kim and Laura Akin served the bride' cake. 
Chester Roundtree , party manager for Party 76. and 
Roscoe Rector acted as bartenders for the occasion. 

Before leaving for their honeymoon in Acapulco, the 
bride and groom were showered with cheerios instead 
of rice. 

Rob and Joan have a combined 25 years of service 
at Western . Joan began at Western on August 14, 
1972. She is now supervisor of foreign branch account
ing. Rob started on February 13, 1967 , and is currently 
manager of field software development. 
(Photo by Peggy Eggleston) 

R obert and J oan R ector cut their wedding cake at the recep
tion at Rob 's house. 

THURSDAY MARCH 25 , at the Trattoria "Da 
Vag," Western Ricerche held a dinner for the follow
ing guests of honor: Carlo Brera, playback operator, 
retirement; Tomaso Gabrielli , geophysical analyst, 
transfer to London; Linda Beard, set-up clerk, 15-year 
service pin ; Gianni Stella , computer supervisor, 
15-year service pin; Angelo Prestigiacomo , senior 
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et-up, ten-year service pin; and Paolc 
puter upervisor, five-year service 
Operator Francesco Ge io received his 
pin earlier in March. 

Forty people attended this dinner · 
complaint wa that there was too much 
,·ice pin were pre ented by Centre 
Lloyd. Carlo Brera wa pre ented with ; 
by Office Manager Vittorio Pasini , 
Gabrielli was presented with a brass ar 
piece by Data Processing Supervi or Vi 
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tran ferred from the London office. J 
Coordinator Bill Curti , from the Houst 
a few day in Milan to he! p bring Resi 
mer Paolo Rossi up to date on what i: 
the outside world and resolve some 
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groom's father, Colonel R. G. Rector, retired. 
·the morning ceremony and brunch, there was 
:ion at 2 p.m. at Rob's home and approximately 
;ts attended. Rob 's daughter, Stephanie, took 
· the guest book for the reception while hi 
~r Kim and Laura Akin served the bride's cake . 
~ Roundtree, party manager for Party 76, and 
Rector acted as bartenders for the occasion. 

~e leaving for their honeymoon in. Acapulco, the 
nd groom were showered with cheerios instead 

and Joan have a combined 25 years of service 
tern. Joan began at Western on August 14, 
:he is now supervisor of foreign branch account
>b started on February 13, 1967, and is currently 
er of field software development. 
by Peggy Eggleston) 

'and Joan Rector cut their wedding cake at the recep
. Rob 's house. 

RSDAY MARCH 25 , at the Trattoria "Da 
Western Ricerche held a dinner for the follow-

1ests of honor : Carlo Brera, playback operator, 
nent; Tomaso Gabrielli, geophysical analyst, 
::r to London; Linda Beard, set-up clerk, 15-year 
e pin; Gianni Stella, computer supervisor, 
:i.r service pin; Angelo Prestigiacomo, senior 
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ct-up, ten-year service pin; and Paolo Masotti, com
puter supervisor, five-year service pin. Playback 
Operator Francesco Gesio received his ten-year service 
pin earlier in March. 

Forty people attended this dinner where the only 
complaint wa that there was too much to eat. The ser
vice pins were presented by Centre Manager Guy 
Lloyd. Carlo Brera was presented with a cut-gla bowl 
by Office Manager Vittorio Pasini, and Tomaso 
Gabrielli was presented with a brass and glass center
piece by Data Processing Supervisor Vicenzo Perrone. 

Milan Centre has recently acquired Junior Analysts 
Anthony Collingwood and Paco Gomispinto, who 
transferred from the London office. Also, Technical 

. Coordinator Bill Curtis, from the Houston office, pent 
a few days in Milan to help bring Resident Program
mer Paolo Ro si up to date on what is happening in 
the outside world and resolve some programming 
problems. 

Guy Lloyd returned from an Easter visit to the Lon
don office to find that his car had been permanently 
· borrowed" by persons unknown. 

Oflice Manager Vittorio Pasini (left), Centre Manager Guy 
Uoyd (center), and Data Processing Supervisor Vicenzo Per
rone (right) present gifts to retired Playback Operator Carlo 
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Gilbert Few (left) recently received his 15-year sen-ice pin 
from Field Supenrisor W. G. Brannon. Gilbert began with 
Western as a helper second class for Party 33 on January 
30, 1967. He is currently the permit agent on Party 701. 

Brera (second from left) and Geophysical Analyst Tomaso 
Gabrielli (second from right). 
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SUSAN HSIU-CHIN HUANG, a Western account
ing programmer, became a happier woman on April 
30, when she received her United States citizenship. 
Susan's manager, C. Frank Denley, and the depart
ment of financial planning gave her a party celebrating 
her new status. 

Susan and her husband Floyd came to the United 
States from Taiwan in 1969. Susan attended Illinois 
State University on a student visa and received a B.A . 
in accounting. She went on to earn her master's degree 
in math. 

After college Susan began the formalities of becom
ing a United States citizen. She remained a permanent 
resident for five years and then applied for her citizen
ship. It took two years to receive her citizenship papers. 

Susan Huang has been with Western since Septem
ber 10, 1979. She and her husband have two children, 
Betty, 10, and Jeremy, 6. Congratulations, Susan! 

Susan Hsiu-Chin Huang proudly displays her citizenship 
certificate with her supervisor, C. Frank D enley, finan
cial data processing manager. 
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ANDREW MOORE, a surveyor for Party 725 in 
Thailand, was married on May 1. He and his wife 
Anne reside in Australia where he will be working on 
the new Australian crew. 

Members of the wedding party were Peter Hockley 
mechanic from Party 753, and Robin Wrigley, party 
manager from Party 715. - Robin Wrigley 

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Moore pose with their attendant 
immediately after their May wedding ceremony. 

GODFREY DODSWORTH, manager of speculative 
data sales in London, found out the meaning of ''the 
loneliness of a long-distance runner'' on Sunday, April 
25, when he entered the Cambridge Veterans Mara
thon. 

Godfrey was in fine form, having undergone strict 
training for some months. 

When asked what inspired him to enter, he replied 
"Since 1981 , London 's first marathon race, I have 
been consumed by the desire to enter and finish a 
marathon race. For a young athlete this is a substan· 
tial undertaking, but for someone as oid as me (born 
in the early Cretaceous!), it implied a very special level 
of commitment to months of training and abdication 
of' la do lee vita.' I had never, to that point in my life 
run longer than seven miles. Non-marathoners may 
not have appreciated that for a person like me aspir
ing to a four-hour marathon, a training spin that will 
have some effect must last for approximately two 
hours.'' 

The months of effort and sacrifice rewarded God
frey well when he finished the 26. 2 miles in 3 hour 
41 minutes without stopping. Godfrey also managed 
to collect £ 70.00 sponsorship money, mainly from 
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Westerners, which went to the repair of the organ at 
Godfrey's local church. 

Western would like to congratulate Godfrey once 
again on his achievement, and we look forward to 
reporting on his next adventure.-Miriam Ford 

Manager of Speculative Data Sales Godfrey Dodsworth looks 
cool and relaxed before the start of the 26.2-mile Cambridge 
Veterans Marathon . 

DEPARTMENT 406 personnel have been busy since 
our last edition with a number of individual events, as 
well as a group outing to a Houston Astros baseball 
game. 

Sacred Heart Catholic Church in Oelwein , Iowa, 
was the setting for the April 1 7 wedding of Geophysical 
Technician David Bird and his new bride, the former 
Terri Ann Kane. Dave was first employed by Western 
as a junior observer aboard the Western Cape. In 
September, 1981, he joined us land lovers at the 
Houston office . 

Geophysical Technician Wayne Ortiz has been 
donating some of his time teaching a course called 
"Project Business " to local eighth-grade students. 
Under sponsorship of Junior Achievement, Project 
Business first came into being in 1971 and has served 
to introduce our young people to the concepts of 
business and economics. The course consists of one ses-
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sion per week for a nine-week period. 
Junior Geophysical Technician Doug Ferguson 

reached a milestone in life with his graduation from 
Alief-Elsik High School. One of the highlights of 
Doug's final year was being named the Vocational Op
portunities Club of Texas State Member of the Year. 
We congratulate Doug and wish him the best here at 
Western.-Tony Piazza 

David and Terri Ann Bird pose following their April 17 
wedding. 

Doug Ferguson 
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Wayne Ortiz speaks to eighth-grade students at Killough Middle School about economics and business. 

N ewly weds Paul and Margie Benson 

WESTERNERS Margie Langenwalter and Paul Ben
son of Denver, Colorado, were married April 24 in the 
Evans Methodist Chapel in Denver. 

Margie has been with Western for seven years . She 
transferred to Denver from Houston in March, 1980, 
and now works in the programming department. 

Paul has been with Western for eight years. He 
transferred to Denver from Houston in September, 
1980, and is a field supervisor for four crews. 

After enjoying their two-week honeymoon in the 
Caribbean Islands, Mr. and Mrs . Benson are residing 
in Englewood , Colorado.-Connie Vitello 
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MEMORIAL SERVICES were held for Regina 
Qean) Guess at Gethsemane United Church of Christ 
in Houston on January 16, 1982. 

Survivors are husband Arvel Guess, field system 
technician; son Jim Guess of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico; mother Rose Hintz of Medicine Hat, Alberta 
Canada; brothers , Frank, Val, Leo, and Victor Folk· 
and sister Kay Thauberger, all of Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada. 

Jean spent many years on Western's doodlebug trail. 
She was a great inspiration to the many young wives 
she met along the way . She will be sadly missed. 
- Lynne Hall 

MARGARET MEDINA, geophysical technician in 
the Houston Land and Special Problems Center, mar
ried Greg Johnson, an ex-Westerner previously from 
the marine department, on July 3. 

The ceremony was a garden wedding held in Taos 
New Mexico, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. Gilbert 
Medina, parents of the bride. Dr. R. Samuel john on 
the groom's father from Denver, attended the wedding 
along with many friends and relatives. 

Mr. and Mrs . Greg Johnson honeymooned in the 
Hawaiian Islands before making their home in 
Houston, Texas.-Peggy Eggleston 
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GALVESTON FACILITY'S Annual Company Pic
nic took place on Sunday, June 6, at Astroworld, a 
recreational park in Houston. Approximately 300 
employees, spouses, children, relatives, and guests at
tended the event. 

After a day of excitement at the amusement park, 
everyone enjoyed a delicious barbeque dinner at the 
picnic and drawings were held for door prizes. 

All the time and effort put forth by picnic coor
dinators Margie Johnson and Pat Biesecker, of Gal
veston's Employee Relations Department, are deeply 
appreciated. - Lindie N anninga 

The door. prize winners were: 

1. Elfego Galvan, welder- an Amigo sun camera 
2. Martha Nichols, lead electronic assembler- a bar

rel bag with monogram 
3. Ronnie Nillen, senior draftsman-a picnic basket 

with utensils 
4. Steven Riffle, welder-a tote bag 
5. Kevin Nolan, shop helper- an Igloo "Little Kool 

Rest'' 
6. Susie Montgomery, machinist-a Coleman 

lantern 
7. Coy Powers, mechanical assembler- a smoke 

detector 
8. Icille Edison, reproduction technician-a fire 

extinguisher 
9. Albert Dean, machinist- a pocket calculator 

10. Tony Craft, guest-a "Pump-a-Jug" 

AT THE GEOPHYSICAL AUXILIARY OF 
HOUSTON Bridge Luncheon held at Sakowitz on 
March 22, the Western contingent took all the prizes. 
Margaret Webb, wife of Supervisor John Webb, won 
high; Barbara Thigpen, wife of Vice President Ben 
Thigpen, placed second; and Phyllis Winborn, wife of 
Supervisor Stephen Winborn, came in third. Bonnie 
Kaminsky, wife of Buyer Russell Kaminsky, was chair
man for the group for the year 1981-82 and Margaret 
Webb is chairman for the year 1982-83 with Gwen 
Smith, wife of Data Processing Supervisor Vic Smith, 
as vice chairman. 

Two bridge luncheons are held each year for the en
tire auxiliary and smaller groups meet once a month 
at members' homes. 
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CAROLYN WEBB, leadperson in Galveston's Ac
counting Department, has something to be proud of. 
Her daughter, Monica, a ninth grader at Ball High 
School in Galveston, Texas, received the Heart of Zeta 
Trophy for her loyal and dedicated service to the 
Archonettes on February 26, 1982, at the Annual 
Youth Night of the Alpha Tau Zeta Chapter of Zeta 
Phi Beta Sorority. 

The Archonettes is a youth group of teenagers from 
the ninth through twelth grades with high moral stand
ing and academic excellence.-Lindie Nanninga 

Monica Webb 

1982 MARKS THE THIRD YEAR in a row that 
Western Geophysical has reached its blood drive quota 
of 25 percent. This is partly due to the help and sup
port of Virginia Nowak, administrative assistant, and 
Susanne Melgren, personnel secretary. 

Blood drive coordinator Barbara Albiniak recently 
presented Virginia and Susanne with certificates of ap
preciation for their outstanding contribution in support 
of the volunteer blood donor program in the Gulf Coast 
region. 

Virginia notes that those persons participating in the 
bi-annual blood drive receive full coverage for them
selves and their families and when our company quota 
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is met, all other We tern employees are eligible for par
tial coverage. Over 200 employees participated in the 
last blood drive held in J anuary. 
(Photo and copy by Pam O ' R ear) 

Administrati\ ·c Assistant Virginia Nowak (left) and Per
sonnel Secretary Su anne Melgren display plaques re
ceived in honor of their conlribution lo W eslern ' 
\'Olunteer blood dri\·e. 

IN MAY, LYNDON FINDLEY was promoted to 
upervisor of data processing in the Land and Special 

Problems Center in Houston. 
Lyndon ha been with \t\btern ince 1974, having 

joined a a istant computer on field crew V-22 work
ing in California, New Mexico, and Texas. He later 
transferr d into the Land Department. He is a 
graduate of Texa Tech Univer ity with a degree in 
math and a minor in physics. 

When he finds the time, Lyndon likes to go fish ing 
with chief supporters on the home front, wife Dene e 
and seven-year-old son C hristopher Lynn. 
-Peggy Eggleston (Photo by Bob King) 
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JOSEPH ALAN MILLO was born to Paul and 
Wendy Millo on March 4, at St. Mary' Ho pital in 
Galveston, Texas. Joseph weighed in at 7 pound 10 
ounces, and was 20 inches long. Joseph' mom, Wen
dy, is an accounting clerk II in Galveston' Account 
Payable Department. He has a brother , Greg, who i 
10 years old.-Lindie Nanninga 
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ROSEMARIE (MHARIE) M. ROSADINO, <laugh
er of Chief Engineer Pablito E. Ro adino of Party 81 

and E peranza M. Rosadino, graduated from Philip
pine Chri tian University on March 28 where she 
majored in banking and finance. 

HEN PARTY MANAGER Peter Thompson left 
bu Dhabi to take over as party manager on V -41 in 
razil last August, he didn't know his family was due 
increase until he had been in Brazil for two months. 
On April 8, his wife Julia delivered a baby boy, 
athan Atherder, in Rio de Janeiro. Peter and Julia 

ady have two little girls: Ricola, 7, and Radine, 
12. who wa born while Peter was working in Saudi 
rabia on crew V -58. 

ILLIAM C . (BILL) SULLIVAN, son of Shop 
upervisor for the Houston laboratory William F. 
ullivan and wife Patricia, graduated from Clear Lake 
igh School on May 24. 

Bill plans to attend San Jacinto Junior College m 

asadena, Texas , in the fall of 1982. 

During the summer he worked part-time at the local 
market, and traveled through Texas and Louisiana. 
For recreation, Bill enjoys golf, fishing, and wood
working. 

William C. Sullivan 

Julia Thompson, wife of Party Manager Peter Thomp
son, holds their newborn son Nathan Atherder. 
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.Mike and Barbara Cottam married in June. 

WESTERNER Mike Cottam of Denver, Colorado, 
married Barbara Goldade on June 26. The ceremony 
took place at the St. Vincent DePaul Catholic Church 
in Denver. 

Mike started with Western as a computer operator 
in November, 1978. He presently works in the pro
gramming department and Barbara work for Con
tinental Airlines. 

Mr. and Mr . Cottam spent their honeymoon in 
Hawaii .- Connie Vitello 
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Editor's Note: 

IN THE 1930's, 40's, and 50's certain Western 
Geophysical employees held the title of "computer." 
What exactly was a "computer"? A computer was 
a person who worked in the field and worked calcula
tions by hand. Computers worked with paper seismic 
records on which wiggly lines ("squiggle traces") 
represented the motion of the earth. They calculated 
where the time scales should begin and decided 
("picked") which wiggles represented reflections. 
After deciding the arrived times of the " picks", they 
calculated the positions and directions on a graph 
(the "section ") where a draftsman should draw lines 
to represent the reflections. 

Today, digital computers do all these steps and 
many, many more. When digital computers came 
about in the mid-1960's, data processing centers were 
built and computers as known today took over. 

Many employees who once held the title "com
puter" are now geophysical technicians, analysts, 
supervisors, managers, and company officers. 

WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL'S 50-year anniver ary 
is rapidly approaching. The PROFILE would sincerely 
appreciate any old photographs, interesting stories. or 
comments Westerners may have to lend for the 50-year 
anniversary issue, which will be in the summer of 1983. 

Many employees have been with Western for over 25 
years, and some have relatives who began with Western 
decades ago. Your input is needed and greatly ap
preciated. If Westerners or retired Westerners would 
please contact the PROFILE office by December 31, this 
would be a great contribution to Western Geophysical's 
50-year celebration. 

WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL'S NINTH ANNUAL 
company picnic took place on June 12 at the Houston 
Farm and Ranch Club. The number of tickets turned 
in at the gate indicated that 910 people came to enjoy 
the fun, games, and barbecue. 

Numerous exciting activities took place. Games in· 
eluded softball, volleyball, horseshoes, cowchip throw· 
ing, a beer-drinking contest, hayrides , bingo, a moon· 
walk for children, and an eggtoss. Dave Nowak won 
the beer-drinking contest and Billy Scroggins, quality 
control supervisor, won the cowchip throw. Bingo win
ners were awarded small prizes such as T-shirts and 
caps. A clown giving rides on a longhorn entertained 
many children and adults. The softball game had some 
interesting rules. Once a player made it to first base 
he or she had to chug-a-lug a beer or coke. The same 
applied to third base. Everyone seemed to enjoy 
watching and playing this game. 

The lunch menu consisted of delicious barbecued 
brisket and sausage !mks, beans, potato salad, coleslaw 
and rolls. 

The picnic concluded with the drawing for door 
prizes. The prizes included camera , FM stereo cassette 
players , T.V. 's, Igloo ice chests, clocks, calculator 
director chairs, desk sets, cooking utensils, and many 
other fine gifts. A total of 28 prizes were given away. 
Quin Williams , upervi or, won the grand prize- a 
large Magnavox color television. 

Western would like to thank Robert Sasseen, pur
chasing agent, and Willie Priester, buyer , for contact
ing all the dealers who donated the prizes. Western 
appreciates the time given by receptionists Virgie 
Bryant, Retta Moore, and Annie Wa hburn for sell
ing the tickets. Rick McFarland, analyst, did an 
outstandingjob in coordinating the softball game and 
teams and many thanks go to Virginia Nowak, admin· 

istrative assi tant, for accomplishin 
feat by organizing the entire picn 
(Photo by Julie Miller, Lee Ann M 
Carney.) 
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to the grand prize of a Magnavox color TV 
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~ Pat Peck, quality control supervisor, helps his two 
:::i daughters, Amy and Laura, onto the steer guid

ed by the picnic clown . 

o Ray Jimenez is ecstatic because he won two 
~ prizes, an Igloo ice chest and a calculator. 

t A proud Debbie Fisher, senior geophysical techni
• cian, holds a trophy for her 'Winning softball team. 
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WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL'S 50-year anniversary 
is rapidly approaching. The PROFILE would sincerely 
appreciate any old photographs, interesting stories, or 
comments Westerners may have to lend for the 50-year 
anniversary issue, which will be in the summer of 1983. 

Many employees have been with Western for over 25 
years, and some have relatives who began with Western 
decades ago. Your input is needed and greatly ap
preciated. If Westerners or retired Westerners would 
please contact the PROFILE office by December 31, this 
would be a great contribution to Western Geophysical's 
50-year celebration . 

WESTERN GEOPHYSICAL'S NINTH ANNUAL 
company picnic took place on June 12 at· the Houston 
Farm and Ranch Club. The number of tickets turned 
in at the gate indicated that 910 people came to enjoy 
the fun, games, and barbecue. 

Numerous exciting activities took place. Games in
cluded softball, volleyball, horseshoes, cowchip throw
ing, a beer-drinking contest, hayrides, bingo, a moon
walk for children, and an eggtoss. Dave Nowak won 
the beer-drinking contest and Billy Scroggins, quality 
control supervisor, won the cowchip throw. Bingo win
ners were awarded small prizes such as T-shirts and 
caps. A clown giving rides on a longhorn entertained 
many children and adults. The softball game had some 
interesting rules. Once a player made it to first base, 
he or she had to chug-a-lug a beer or coke. The same 
applied to third base. Everyone seemed to enjoy 
watching and playing this game. 

The lunch menu consisted of delicious barbecued 
brisket and sausage links, beans, potato salad, coleslaw, 
and rolls. 

The picnic concluded with the drawing for door 
prizes. The prizes included cameras, FM stereo cassette 
players, TV. 's, Igloo ice chests, clocks, calculators, 
director chairs, desk sets, cooking utensils, and many 
other fine gifts. A total of 28 prizes were given away. 
Quin Williams, supervisor, won the grand prize- a . 
large Magnavox color television . 

Western would like to thank Robert Sasseen, pur
chasing agent, and Willie Priester, buyer, for contact
ing all the dealers who donated the prizes. Western 
appreciates the time given by receptionists Virgie 
Bryant, Retta Moore, and Annie Washburn for sell
ing the tickets . Rick McFarland , analyst, did an 
outstanding job in coordinating the softball games and 
teams and many thanks go to Virginia Nowak, admin-
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istrative assistant, for accomplishing an outstanding 
feat by organizing the entire picnic.-Julie Miller 
(Photos by Julie Miller, Lee Ann Marshall, and Fred 
Carney.) 

• Supervisor Quin Williams held the lucky number 
to the grand prize of a Magnavox color TV. 
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~ Pat Peck, quality control supervisor, helps his 
o daughters, Amy and Laura, onto the steer 

ed by the picnic clown. 

o Ray Jimenez is ecstatic because he won 
~ prizes, an Igloo ice chest and a calculator. 

A proud Debbie Fisher, senior geophysical tee 
~ cian, holds a trophy for her winning softball te 



~ Billy Scroggins, quality control supervisor, smiles 
:::i as he wins the cowchip throw. 

• Dave Nowak, right, had a ball winning the beer
c drinking contest. Rick McFarland, m1alyst, wishes 

he had won. 

i Volleyball was a popular sport at the picnic. 

~ Manager Royce Sharp and wife Margaret 
... awhile before starting another activity. 

r::i Karen Smith (center), geophysical technician, • ... her friend Leslie Keeler (left) are served delici 
barbecue. 

::: Children and adults enjoyed relaxing on 
• hayride. 
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! The moonwalk attracted a lot of children's attention. 

·· Senior Employment Representative Hector Van 
• Buskirk and his wife Margie relax before playing 

bingo. 

FALL 1982 

• o Virgie Bryant, receptionist, hopes for a bingo. 
0 

i The children are eager to start the sack race. 
8 

~ Western athletes smile before playing softball. Left 
• to right, bottom row: Dave Nowak, guest, 

Susanne Melgren, secretary, Debbie Fisher, 
senior geophysical technician, Cheri Carney, 
guest. Left to right, top row: Rick McFarland, 
analyst, Rick Melgren, accountant, Mary 
Lockhart, guest, Shirley McFarland, supeIVisor, 
Donna Johnson, geophysical technician, and 
Steve Fisher, senior programmer. 
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• Administrative Assistant Virginia Nowak adored 
throwing the cowchips. 

• Gary Scott, manager of instrument technicians 
0 
o vices, is a happy man. He won a travel bag at t 

door prize drawing. 

~ Employees' children loved 
o other. 

o Participants in the softball game included, from l 
0 
• to right, Electronics Technician Johnny Coleman 

Administrative Assistant Debra Alexander, 
Tape Librarian Mark Holder. 

The Western Allstars pos 
On the bottom row from 
Wilkins, tape librarian, Jin 
~odes, secretary, J(evin 
cian, and SharonJones, el 
row includes Johnny Co 
technician and Gene Co 

Cindy Wilkins, tape libran 
she won a portable TV!ri 



Scott, manager of instrument technician ser
is a happy man. He won a travel bag at the 

prize drawing. 

oyees' children loved tossing eggs at each 

ipants in the softball game included, from left 
ht, Electronics Technician Johnny Coleman, 
inistrative Assistant Debra Alexander, and 
Librarian Mark Holder. 
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! The Western A1lstars pose for their team picture. 
On the bottom row from left to right are Cindy 
Wilkins, tape librarian, Jim Beillon, guest, Tamara 
Rhodes, secretary, Kevin Leek, geophysical techni
cian, and Sharon Jones, electronic assembler. Back 
row includes Johnny Coleman (left), electronics 
technician and Gene Cook (right) , guest. 

• Cindy Wilkins, tape librarian, looks thrilled because 
she won a portable TV/radio . 

FALL 1982 

~ From left to right, Evelyn Brooks, assistant super-
o visor, Margie Williams, junior clerk, and Jennifer 

Pantalion, secretary, take a breather after lunch . 

~ Westerners (left to right) Stewart Levin , senior 
::i research geophysicist, Steve Fisher, senior program

mer, and Andy Kusher, programming supervisor, 
enjoy chatting with a guest. 

§ Look out for flying horse shoes! 
• 
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Service Anniversaries July, August, September 

Gargano, Fulvio Rutherford, Derrick 
* Brown, Buran W. Macchia, Edoardo 

Monziani, Luisa Dallas, Tony G. 
* Dungan, W ilton B. Pasini , Vittorio 

Ferrari , Neo M. *Patroncino, Aldo 
Kolozs, Boyd 

Perrone, Vincenzo 
Mirabella, Filippo 

* Floyd, Emitt E. 
Simoncini , Anatolio 

* Rowland , Richard E. 

* Hoyt, Leonard M. 
Tassi , Romano 

Schuur, Wil lem 

*Savit, Carl H. 
Trucchi , Sergio 

*Shammas, Victor 

*Webb, Nolen A. Zambelli , Goffredo 
Smith , Jeff D . 

Winborn, Stephen A. 
Zazzetta, Luigi 

Abouda, Ali M. 

\ 
I 
I 

Cramer, Neal P. 
*Reeves, William H. 

Bell , James, Jr. 

Taylor, Dalton 
*Warren, Thomas A. 

Bennett, John w. 
Brannan, Orval F. 
Brown, Bill L. 

* Kaminsky, Russell A. Roundtree, Claud E. Colazilli , Terigio 

Quintana, Benny Cooper, Carl L. 

' 
Cooner, Ronnie R. *Cooper, Leonard P. 

* Butler, Huey H. , Jr. 
Weidner, Melvin I. Drira, Abdelfatah 

*Goff, Brunner E. 
Welshe, Robert G. Karouia, Maklouf 

Morgan, D. Dale ' 
Kostanic, John S. 

*Arguelles, Morris 
* Lund, Roderick D. 

Miller, Alvin A. 
* Batta ya, Alfred F. Malnory, Robert J. 

*Neis, James 
Rains, William M. 

Marzoli , Eliseo 

*Squires, James S. 
Rushing, Crawford J. 

*McDonald , Barry 

*Stegall , James D. 
*Mclean, Andrew 

Scott, Carl W. 
Sumrall , James S. 

Millson, Garry 
Miranda, Anthony F. 

Southwick, Hillman 
Tom Dieck, Detmar F. 

Barbour, Jimmie H. 
Raithatha, Kanti 

Knapp, Ralph S., Jr. 
Schawalder, Walter 

Barber, Olive 
Robinson, William P. 

Venturini , Claudio 
Zucchinelli , Linda B. 

*Hansbrough, Charles 
*Porter, Arthur B., Jr. 

Anderson, Rufus O. 

Smith, Chester D. 
Balzrette, Joe W. 

. * Bailey, David P. 

*Davis, Joe L. 
Cain, James L. 

*Mantini, Carmine 
*Friesen , Jacob 

Ferrari , Shirley 

Jones, Robert J. 
Flowers, Archie M. 

Kerry, Sy bi I A. 
Jones, Joe 

Bertoni , Ferruccio McCormic, Richard M . 
Lambert, Richard N. 

Bucarelli , Antonino *Milne, Craigwood c. 
Casati , Ernesto . Natalini , Silvano 

Avila, Carlos J . 

Cella, Paolo *Neis, Garry A. *Chatoor, Winston J. 

Chiari , Alberto Ragen, Frank 
*Clark, Milton L. , Jr. 

Forlani, Giorgio * Ferrari, Gian 
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*Hearn, Harvey A. 
*Johnson, John w. 
Mitchell , Stewart w. 
Moree, Robert F. 
Noble, David P. 
Porceddu, Eraldo 
Ross, Walter F. 
Rossi , Paolo 
Sharp, James R. 

Astorino, Antonio 
Blick, Stephen W. 
Boyer, Charles E. 
Dondi, Marisa 
Dotson, Samuel M. 
Elsden, Mark 
Ganem, Elias V. 
Garrett, Richard D. 

*Godkin, Robert 
Gonzalez-Lopez, Higi 
Hix, Thomas B., Jr. 
I nnamorati , Rocco 

*Jana, Sandy L. 
Jeffery, Samuel E. 

*Johnson, Margie E. 
Lombardelli , Antonio 
Martin, Reginald H. 
Mason, Robert J. 

*Pfingsten, John R. 
Reynolds, M. Gerry 

*Sanderson, William H 
Sasseen, Robert D. 
Scott, Gary L. 
Slevinski, Michael T. 
Tonn , Gean 
Vancini , Roberto 

Black, Darnell 
Clapsaddle, La Nett M 
Garcia, Ben 
Georgiou, J.C. 
Neben, Stanley E. 
Wisecup, R. Daniel 
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kin, Joan C. 
Barbieri, Agusto 
Cola, Renato 
Forrest, William Y. 
Gortemiller, Gale w. 
tiarris, Virginia B. 
Hill, William B. 
McWhan, Edwin 
Mitchell, Jan 

orris, Michael w. 
O'Sullivan, Patrick A. 

epper, Peter J. 
Posada, Gerardo M. 
Rodriquez, Lupe 
Sessa, Claudio 

mith, Guy A. 
Webster, David L. 

Brew 
Carte 
Cassi 
Cue II 
Davis 
DeA 
De B 
De L 
Delle 

Guzz 
Harte 

*Hazl 
Hick 
Hrnci 

*Johns 
Kia bu 
Kush 
Lovet 

Year 
Youn 



*Swainston, Daniel Zabaleta, Carlos Silverman, Jay N. 
ledge, Earl E. Tillery, Robert W. Turner, Leslie L. 
ibby, Peter J. Walls, Christopher A. Bixby, Brent L. Watson, Shirley J. 

ruana, Paul Bohorquez, J. Carmelo 
ramoisan, Pierre R. Alessi, Angela *Champniss, Gwen Allen, Juanita J. 

earn, Harvey A. 
I Kadi, Mahmoud A. Banik, Michael Di Profio, Dino Alphonse, Joseph G. 
lliott, Linda T. Barnum, Kenneth L. Drake, Richard Anderson, De Wayne L. hnson, John W. 
ontecha, Abraham *Barrie, Scott M. Elsendyouney, Fatma H. Ashton, Helen B. itchell, Stewart W. 

Lee, Rodney E. Boone, Rhonda Ferguson, Bruce E. Bernoski , Margaret M. oree, Robert F. 
olisensky, Janosik Brewer, Martin S. Flynn, Maurice Blanks, Nathaniel , Jr. able, David P. 
uinlan , Warren M. Carter, Graham M. Garcia, Martin Boswell, John D. rceddu, Eraldo 
lton, Franklin Cassidy, Francis J. Gomez, Antonio Blight, Stephen ss, Walter F. 

1velli, Aldo Cuellar, Richard H. Gurski , Adam M. Cathey, David A. ssi, Paolo 
Davis, Allie S. Gusso, Paolo Centoni, lvo arp. James R. 

kin, Joan C. De Albuquerque, lvaci S. Hashme, Oil B. Erickson, Larry 

arbieri, Agusto De Bow, G. Ransom Lewis, David J. *Felletti , Luigi 
torino, Antonio 

la, Renato De Leon, Ismael Liberatore, Vincenzo Fisher, Debra A . 
lick, Stephen W. 

rrest, William Y. Delle Vedove, Roberto Malik, Mubarik A. Flores, Juan 
yer, Charles E. 

ortemiller, Gale W. Denzin, Lane W. Martin, Steven D. Foo, Hee K. 
ondi, Marisa 

arris, Virginia B. Durkin, Colleen A. McCoy, Mark S. Garcia, Werlito 
otson, Samuel M. 

ill, William B. Echols, Matthew Mclaren, David H. *Ghirardelli , Dolmino 
sden, Mark 

cWhan, Edwin El Menyawi, Mahmoud Michaelieu, Roy Gibson, William G. 
anem, Elias V. 

itchell, Jan Furlan, Franco Moreno, Ramiro Gordon-Brown, Ovidid 
arrett, Richard D. 

orris, Michael W. Grandjean, Ian M. Penfield, Glen T. Harris, Wayne C. 
odkin, Robert 

'Sullivan, Patrick A. Guzzetti, Michael R. Peterson , Gerald L. Jeffries, Williams R. 
onzalez-Lopez, Hi 

epper, Peter J. Harter, Linda A. Proud, Herbert Kacy, Howard W. 
ix, Thomas B. , Jr. 

sada, Gerardo M. *Hazlehurst, Martin J. Rich , Harold D. Larson, Richard 
namorati , Rocco 

odriquez, Lupe Hickam, William M. Robson, Bruce A. Moina, Ruben T. 
na, Sandy L. 

ssa, Claudio Hrncir, Jane Ronca !, Jose A. Moreno, Manuel 
ffery, Samuel E. 

ith, Guy A. *Johnson, Bruce Ross, Reva C. Mungo, Claudio 
hnson, Margie E. 

ebster, David L. Klaburde, Paul Scott, Graham Netterville, Michael 
mbardelli, Antonio Kushner, Andrew M. Usmani, Aswaq A. Orozco, Alfonso R. 
artin, Reginald H. Lovetro, Charles V. Vargas, Sigifredo Orr, David G. 
ason, Robert J. Manning, Virgie A. Walker, Larry B. Ortiz, Ray C. 

fingsten, John R. Martin, Rosemarie A. Pastore, Luigi 
eynolds, M. Gerry Parrish, Rueben J. Attia, Ramsay Paxton, Jimmy W. 
nderson, William Pena, Jose R. Beringer, Elaine E. Pereda, Vincent 
sseen, Robert D. r. James 

* Pepper, Steve G. Ramirez, Joe A. ngston, Gordon C. De Leon, Joe V. 
ott, Gary L. 

nz, Norman E. Posado, Jose I. , Sr. Euken , Michael 0 . Sawyer, Ray 
levinski, Michael T~ 

dams, Janice M. Qualls, Edwards J. Gautreaux, Willis E. Scarborough, Patsy A. 

Peek, Nathaniel K. Reid, Colin A. Gentry, Russell A. Seymour, Wilford S. 

rlini , Valentino Roton, Harold E. Gorton, Thomas Sims, George 

re, James 
Rupert, Sue H. Holme, Roger G . Smith, Darrel 

lack, Darnell 
re, Oland T. , Ill. Speight, Daniel J. Jolivette, Betty L. Spradling, Quentin M . 

lapsaddle, La Nett 
uttal, Peter Starks, Pole King, Malcolm * Sterling, Kim 

arcia, Ben 
ge, Bruce A. 

Sutherland, Robert S. Knevitt, Maggie Sykes, Ethel L. 
eorgiou, J.C. 

ffett, Leland W. 
Tague, Lois J. * Lorenowicz, Karl Taylor, Victory J. 

eben, Stanley E. 
mey, Walter J. Tatro, Madge L. * Lorenowicz, Patric ia Todd, Richard 

isecup, R. Daniel 
d, Soaad M. 

Whiteman, Harvey C. Misener, Bryant Vela, Conrado 

ithers, James A. 
Yeary, David M. Pithwa, Pankaj Yew, Tan P. 

ne, Dillard F. 
Young, Joseph R. Ryan, Tonia 



THE BRITISH AND THE AMERICANS at the 
London Data Centre celebrated American Indepen
dence Day by taking part in the annual softball match, 
better known as the "Rest of the World vs. Americans 
Softball Game." The British side consisted of Captain 
Jon Glover (Interpretation), Steve Blight (Drafting), 
John Austin (Interpretation), Peter Spurs (Interpreta
tion), Cyril Gregory (Aero Products), Brian Matthews 
(Purchasing), Andy Forey (Drafting), Steve Lear (Data 
Base), Pam Pithwa (Data Base), and Charlie Williams. 
It should be noted that Jon Glover received secret train
ing at a remote location in Algeria. Brian Matthews' 
excellent pitching kept the Americans off base until he 
retired from the game due to an injury. The final score 
was the Rest of the World, 31, the Americans, 17. 

The American team, captained by Manager of 
Marine Operations Danny Stegall, consisted of Joe 
Saltamachia, resident director; Aftab Alam, manager 
of the exploration technology group; Mark Houston, 
manager of field technical support; Dave Caliga, 
assistant manager of Litton Technical Services; Phil 
Courchene, manager of Party 61; Pat Riley, Litton 
Technical Services; Pete Kubik, senior analyst, Lon
don Digital Center; and Bruce Cassell. 

Our thanks to Margaret Martin, who umpired the 
match. - Pat Riley 

SUNDAY, AUGUST 15, 1982, was Family Day at 
Western's London Facility and approximately 500 
employees, relatives, and friends attended. English 
weather was true to form. Although the day was mainly 
warm and sunny, everyone ran for shelter when a few 
showers took us by surprise. Fortunately, they didn't 
last long and we were able to resume the festivities. As 
a precaution, we had two officers from the St. John's 
Ambulance Brigade attending and we are pleased we 
didn't have to call on them to administer any first aid. 

The day began with a buffet luncheon prepared by 
Sylvia Osborne (Playback), Sue Clancy (Playback), 
Evelyn Sperry (Processing Group 21 ), and Christine 
Saunders (Drafting). 
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inter-department "Super Stars," organized and re6 
by Aubrey Ethrington. Six teams took part in six-a- · 
football, tug-of-war, tennis, darts, gym tests, and 
snooker. 

An early evening supper of barbequed chicken and 
burgers was cooked to perfection by our chefs of the da 
Suzzanne Osborne, Jim Smithers (Marine Support) 
Grenville (Scotty) Scott (print room), and Paul Porro 
(print room). 

Martin Horne from Capitol Radio supplied music for 
the evening that soon had everyone hopping. The danc
ing was halted for a short time for a rather unusual con
test. A "knobby knees" contest for men boasted 15 con
testants and, to great shrieks of laughter, John Reynolds 
was announced the winner. A good time was enjoyed 
by all. - Jan Mitchell 

Sandy Larson, field supervisor in the Calgary office, recendy 
received his 20-year service pin from Vice President and 
Operations Manager]. Warner Loven. 
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Paul and Lisa Scroggins (formerly Lisa Flynn) pi 

graduation ceremonies at West Point. 

SUPERVISOR BILLY 0. SCROGGINS an 
Mary had the pleasure of attending the grad 
their son Paul, 21, from the United States 
Academy in West Point, New York, on May 
Paul, a 1978 graduate of Villier High Schoc 
don, England, was president of Rocket Sem 
president of the student chapter of the 1 

Institution of Aeronautics and Astronautic 
member of the American Helicopter Societ 

Paul was married June 5, 1982, to Lisa M<: 
of Fayetteville, Arkansas. He will attend the A 
ficer' s basic course at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 
go to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for the Arr 
School for helicopter pilots. - Billy Scroggi1 

THIS SUMMER marked the fifth annual tl 
for the computer science and research and de\ 
departments in Houston. In the past, a grouf 
to New Braunfels, Texas, but this year t: 
headed for the Guadalupe River in Gruen 
The day was clear and hot but the water wa: 
Seen cooking on one side and freezing on th 
they floated down the river in inner tubes v 

Goloway; Kate Pile; Ken, Nancy, Becky, 
Jesse Larner; Grace Crittenden and Brue( 
Betsy and Craig Beasely; Larry Scott; Debb 
Stew Levin; Rolf Klotz; Helmut JakuboV'. 
O'Rear; Jane Greenwood; Bob Keame 
Mehrabian; Bill Hammil; and Barbara an 
Stringer. 

WINTER 1982 
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• 
Paul and Lisa Scroggins (formerly Lisa Flynn) pose during 
graduation ceremonies at West Point. 

SUPERVISOR BILLY 0. SCROGGINS and his wife 
Mary had the pleasure of attending the graduation of 
their son Paul, 21, from the United States Military 
Academy in West Point, New York, on May 26, 1982. 
Paul, a 1978 graduate of Villier High School in Lon
don, England, was president of Rocket Seminar, vice 
president of the student chapter of the American 
Institution of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and a 
member of the American Helicopter Society. 

Paul was married June 5, 1982, to Lisa Marie Flynn 
of Fayetteville, Arkansas. He will attend the Armor Of
ficer 's basic course at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and then 
go to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for the Army Flight 
School for helicopter pilots. -Billy Scroggins 

THIS SUMMER marked the fifth annual tubing trip 
for the computer science and research and development 
departments in Houston. In the past, a group has gone 
to New Braunfels, Texas, but this year the tubers 
headed for the Guadalupe River in Gruene, Texas. 
The day was clear and hot but the water was ice cold! 
Seen cooking on one side and freezing on the other as 
they floated down the river in inner tubes were Fran 
Goloway; Kate Pile; Ken, Nancy, Becky, Ben , and 
Jesse Larner; Grace Crittenden and Bruce Gibson; 
Betsy and Craig Beasely; Larry Scott; Debbie Brown; 
Stew Levin; Rolf Klotz; Helmut Jakubowicz; Pam 
O'Rear; Jane Greenwood; Bob Kearney; Abbas 
Mehrabian; Bill Hammil; and Barbara and Haynie 
Stringer. 

WINTER 1982 

We were all sad to say goodbye to Stew Levin, who 
has returned to Stanford to earn a doctorate degree. 
Stew's smiling face and expertise will be sorely 
missed.-Barbara Stringer 

Safety Supervisor Gene Stramel hands out a favor to a 
safety-conscious driver. 

A SURPRISE seat belt usage survey was conducted 
at Western's office in Denver last August 3, 1982. 
Safety Supervisor Gene Stramel was surprised himself 
at the results of the survey. Gene found that the percen
tage of Westerners using their seat belts was higher than 
the national average. Figures show that on a national 
level, between 11 % and 14% of the population use seat 
belts, but the Denver survey revealed 20 % of Western 
employees using their belts. People wearing their seat 
belts were handed a nice award as they stopped to see 
what Mr. Stramel was up to . "I'll be ready next time," 
I heard someone say later. 

Hopefully the number of people using seat belts has 
increased due to the survey. Buckle up, everyone!
Pete Tracey 

PARTY 173 was given safety awards and a safety din
ner in August, 1982. Said Kolbjorn Hansen, the head 
gunner, "It ' s not everyday that we get awarded a free 
dinner. ' ' 

The Bayou Chico came off a prospect on September 
14, 1982, to run to Maceid for supplies. · There was a 
great air of expectancy with all the talk about the safety 
dinner to be held the next day. No one really believed 
it was going to happen until Supervisor Accountant 
George Yapunich from the Rio office arrived to pre
sent the awards. 

The dinner was a great success and the food was very 
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good. As Observers Brandao Cordeiro and Shakespeare 
Martins shouted afterwards, "No one's glass was ever 
empty." This was later verified by the "Kiwi" contin
gent on board, Gunners John (J. ].)Johnson, Russel 
Blank, Peter Phillips, and Junior Observer Ed Tatter
sall. During the festivities, a special service was held 
to make Gunner Jam es Johnson and Na vi gator Peter 
O'Neill honorary Kiwis for the day. Peter did not think 
that was a good idea and stuck out his chest and 
declared in front of everyone, "I'm an Aussie!" 

After the dinner and after awards were given, Junior 
Observers Chris Sims and Pascual Binet arranged for 
tours to take in the local scenery. With them went Sec
ond Engineer Almeida Santos, Navigators Al Buck and 
Matthew Meade, Gunner Gilberto Geronimo, Observ
ers Nick Young and Ruben Carrasco, Cook Maranhan 
Dos Reis, and Seamen San Davis and Ray King. 

One person who did not go to the safety dinner was 
dedicated Captain Cecil King, who stayed on board to 
watch over ''The Queen of the Western Fleet,'' and 
get everything shipshape for the ev~ntual departure. 

Also not forgotten are the Party 173 base station per
sonnel who could not make the dinner. Base Station 
Coordinator Arnaldo Oliveira and Base Station Oper
ators Scott Buckley, Wayne Kampjes, John Cram, and 
Fernando Diogo will be awarded later. 

A special thanks should be made to Western 's agent 
in Maceio, Onelio Braga, who arranged for the dinner 
to be held in his club. 

Party 173 also wants to thank Director of Safety 
Wayne Prince for giving authorization for the safety 
dinner. It was a great success and will be talked about 
for a long time to come.-Derek Hough 

Crew members of the Bayou Chico relax after an enjoyable 
dinner. 
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Party Manager Derek Hough (left) and Agent Onelio Braga 
coordinated the safety awards dinner for the crew members 
of the Bayou Chico. 
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Vice President]immy B.]ordan and Ad 
tant]eune Latimer pose in front of the cal 
ment party. (Photo by Pam O 'Rear) 

ON THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 1! 
held in honor of retiring Western 
Latimer. Cake, punch, and reminisc: 
by approximately 150 of Jeune's fello~ 
Center employees and friends. Shew; 
several gifts, including a world relief 1 

wanted for some time. 
Jeune began her tenure with Wes1 

1971, as secretary for Jimmy B. Jor 
promoted to administrative assistant. 
ly handled duties not only for Mr. J 01 

all of his data processing supervisor: 
In September, she and her husba 

retiring from Shell Oil, will return to 
of Utah where they will be near frien 

All of us will miss Jeune's friend! 
organization, but we wish her a most 
ment. - Judy Jenkins and Donna V\i 
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l happily accepts a Western T-shirt from George 
Party 173's safety awards dinner. 

'er Derek Hough (left) and Agent Onelio Braga 
~he safety awards dinner for the crew members 
t Chico. 
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Vice President Jimmy B . Jordan and Administrative Assis
tant Jeune Latimer pose in front of the cake atJeune's retire
ment party. (Photo by Pam O'Rear) 

ON THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 1982 , a party was 
held in honor of retiring Western employee Jeune 
Latimer. Cake, punch, and reminiscing were enjoyed 
by approximately 150 of Jeune's fellow Houston Digital 
Center employees and friends. She was presented with 
several gifts, including a world relief map that she had 
wanted for some time. 

Jeune began her tenure with Western on May 24, 
19 71 , as secretary for Jimmy B. Jordan, later being 
promoted to administrative assistant. She competent
ly handled duties not only for Mr. Jordan, but also for 
all of his data processing supervisors. 

In September, she and her husband Jack, who is 
retiring from Shell Oil, will return to their home state 
of Utah where they will be near friends and relatives. 

All of us will miss Jeune's friendly assistance and 
organization, but we wish her a most enjoyable retire
ment. - Judy Jenkins and Donna White 

WINTER 1982 

Secretary June O'Mahoney receives gifts from her super
visor, Angelo Di Battista, manager of land processing, on 
behalf of all her friends in London. June left on June 30, 
1982, to have her first baby but will be returning in about 
six months to take up where she left off 

Rochelle Phelps, accounting derk, relaxes as she donates a 
pint of blood while Sheila O'Connor, first aid attendant, 
monitors her progress. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS Medical Branch's 
Blood Mobile unit visited the Galveston Facility on 
August 17, 1982. This year, the blood drive at 
Galveston received 30 donors .. Because of the good 
turnout, all Galveston employees and their immediate 
family members are provided total blood coverage for 
one year. The Blood Mobile is a vehicle equipped to 
service four donors at one time. - Lindie Nanninga 
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Geoscience Engineer Eddie Sirrieh shows off his "American 
Jlag ' · cake. made for him in honor of his new United States 
citizenship . 

EDDIE SIRRIEH, engineer in the Geoscience De
partment , celebrated his new United States citizenship 
in June, 1982. Eddie ' s mother, father, sister, and 
brother made it a family affair, taking the oath together. 
The family arrived from Beirut in 'the fall of 1973. 
Quoth Eddie , " I 'm proud to be an American!" 
- Dennis Hayes 

London R esident Director Joe Saltamachia (left) presents 
Land Processing Supervisor James]. (Pete) Kubik with his 
20-year sen1ce award. Pete 's career with Western has taken 
him from the United States to Australia, Pakistan, and Italy, 
finally settling in England for the past 12 years. 
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Stacie Beggs and Eric Strange 
were married on October 9 in an 
afternoon ceremony at Chapel
wood Methodist Church in Hous
ton with the reception being held 
at Lakeside Country Club. Eric is 
the son of Chairman of the Board 
Booth Strange and wife Laura. 

L. ___ 
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The Braeswood Assembly of God 
Church in Houston was the set
ting of the August 21 wedding of 
Geophysical Technician Wayne 
Ortiz and Cassandra Primm. The 
newlyweds honeymooned in San 
Antonio and North Padre Island, 
Texas. 

Wayne has been with Western 
for two years in Department 406. 
He attended Texas A & M Uni
versity where he received his B.S. 
degree in curriculum and instruc
tion. Cassandra is employed as an 
accounting clerk for Oxy Petro
leum of Houston. She attended 
Lon Morris College in Jackson
ville, Texas, where she earned an 
A.A. degree in art.-Tony Piazza 

WINTER 1982 

Mr. and Mrs . John A. Trudeau 
of Houston, Texas , are proud to 
announce the engagement of their 
daughter, Cathy, to Greg Fossen, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 
Fossen of Hastings , Minnesota. 
Cathy is a system operator for 
Western ' s Instrumentation Lab 
in Houston and Greg is a digital 
technician with Party 1 72 . The 
wedding date is set for January 8, 
1983. 
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Personnel Assistant Janice Dalton 
married Craig Vassie at the 
Church of St. Mary the Virgin in 
Bedfont, Middlesex, on June 26, 
1982 . After the wedding, which 
was attended by several Western
ers, Craig and Janice departed for 
a honeymoon in the south of 
France. - Sally Humphreys 

On May 8, 1982, Receptionist 
Jean Shutt married Art Rapp in 
Jean's home town of Darlington, 
County Durham at Elm Ridge 
Methodist Church. Art andJean 
spent a two-week honeymoon on 
the Greek island of Paxos.-Sally 
Humphreys 

Geophysical Technician Greg B 
and his fiancee Roxanne Boo 
have announced their wedding 
set for February 5, 1983. 
ceremony will take place at 
Gateway Church of God in M 
Bluff, Louisiana. The bride-to-be 
a native of Brownsville, Texas, 
is now living in Houston, where 
is employed with Manufactu 
Life Insurance Company as a 
tionist. Greg, a native of 
Charles, Louisiana, is a graduate 
Northeast Louisiana Unive 
where he received a B.B.A. 
marketing. - Tony Piazza 

~------
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Geophysical Technician Greg Breed 
and his fiancee Roxanne Booker 
have announced their wedding date 
set for February 5, 1983. The 
ceremony will take place at the 
Gateway Church of God in Moss 
Bluff, Louisiana. The bride-to-be is 
a native of Brownsville, Texas, and 
is now living in Houston, where she 
is employed with Manufacturers' 
Life Insurance Company as a recep
tionist. Greg, a native of Lake 
Charles, Louisiana, is a graduate of 
Northeast Louisiana University 
where he received a B.B.A. m 
marketing. - Tony Piazza 
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Fir t Lutheran Church in Wolf 
Point , Montana, was the setting 
for the May 22 wedding of Chief 
Ob erver Warren Benedik and his 
new bride, th former Debra Lee 
HO\·ersland. After a honeymoon 
in Florida, the couple made their 
new home in Okotoks Alberta. 
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1 
PROFILE Edimr Allyson Knoebel 
married Patrick McRae on July 
24, 1982, at St. Luke's United 
Methodist Church in Hou ton. A 
reception followed at Stouffer's 
Hotel. 

Prior to the wedding. the public 
relation department, which in
cludes Western's art department 
and the PROFILE taff, held a 
party for the couple. Pam O'Rear, 
staff arti t, wa an attendant in the 
wedding. 

After a week-long honeymoon 
in.Jamaica, th couple returned to 
their home in Houston. 

Martin Dawe of Marine Process
ing Group 6 married Lynn Gaunt
lett on May 1, 1982, at St. Paul's 
Church in Addlestone, Surrey, 
followed by a honeymoon on the 
Caribbean I land of St. Lucia. 
The couple are now living in their 
new home at Walton-on-Thames , 

urrey. -Sally Humphreys 

Western Field ervice Engineer 
Royce Landman and Data Cam
pi! r Linda Koenigsberg of Hous
ton Texa were married in a 

' ' 
double-ring ceremony on May 22, 
1982, at the Old San Franci co 
Steak House in Houston. A recep
tion followed, including roast beef 
and honey-baked ham, plenty of 
champagne, and live music. 

Following a honeymoon in 
Acapulco, Mexico, where the cou
ple en joyed deep sea fishing and 
parasailing, they took up residence 
in Alief. 

Linda, employed in the training 
department, has been with We t
ern for one year. Royce has been 
a We terner for six years." 
- andra Neal 
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Future Westerners 

CRaitte1t ~ 
bom ~Y 19. 1982 

SOit ~ CBetttj ~ 
8" ~(!i <0pootok 

gitlgapo!te 

CJm Qoodmrut 
boM Jmuafty fg. 1982 
0011 ~ ffiigh Qoodmrut 
~M ~Vl&Ok 

guigapo1te 

~y golttst ffiigpetl 
boM gebkuafty 14. 1982 
g~ ~ CBen ffi19petl 

CVtce cp~ 
~tiSfftuinettlatiotl aM g~d ~VlC~ 
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JreiE ~aw 
00/m e-MMch g, 1982 

daugtttelt ~ ~ ~aw 
QeophysmQ JlwQyst 

5;mgapo1te 

COaMoo CRyM ~eavut 
botm vlitay S. 1982 
ron ~ CJ<ettl, ~eavut 
~ro vlitanogek 

5;mgapoke 

~ goillt C001hom 
00/m JAMch 16. 1982 

daughte!t ~ 5;cott COeiiom 
COata cpkct~mg 5;upettv1&ok 

5;mgapo1te 
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~ <fitut cAioQM 
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50th anniversary approaches 

Western Geophysical's 50-year anniversary is 
rapidly approaching. The PROFILE would sincerely 
appreciate any old photographs, interesting stories, 
or comments Westerners may have to lend for the 
SO-year anniversary issue, which will be in the 

summer of 1983. 
If Westerners or retired Westerners would please 

contact the PROFILE office with their input, this 
would be a great contribution to Western Geo
physical' s 50-year celebration. 

1'1tttflt2' M "lh\J tn 

q,,~::l tth~l\J ut 1. 11-. 

l'w . .t1'lt>n, hM•• H ~~ 
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*Anderson, Don C. Br 

Service Anniversaries. .October, November, December Barrett, Roger E. 
Bortoletto, Giuseppe 
Fortunato, Luciano 
Francis, Rodney G. 
Greeson, Patricia A. 

Wu, Chang S. *Nichols, Martha N. Hickman, Thomas 

Satterwhite, C. W., Jr. Cain, Donald F. Ronchitelli, Giovanni Hukki, Donald G. 

*Cooper, Leonard P. *Crewe, Garfield Rose, Gertrude L. Latassa, Pasquale Fre 

Hull, Lowell D. Gardner, Donald D. Crissman, Daniel M. Schulz, Karl H. *Marricle, David D. Gil 

*Gayosa-Murga, Jose *Gutierrez, Julio J. *Sera, Frank Rosadi no, Pablito Ha 

*Amato, John J. Walker, Joseph F. Hough, Derek Santucci, Cesare *Ha 

* Kirschner, Kurt Bice, John W. 
Senter, Richard E. *He 

Nicholls, Robert L. Curtis, William C. , Jr. *Lee, Frank D. Byrne, Michael P. *Urbanek, Gerald R. Jon 

Selzer, Edward Van Buskirk, Hector A. * Lister, Mario P. *Cachia, Angelo 
Livi 

Thigpen, Ben B. *Quirk, William C. Crowell, Jarett L. Alaniz, Joe M. Lo 

*Duguay, Jean P. Rizzetto, Antonio Egglestone, George Andrews, Doris S. Lu 

Mercer, Richard *Miller, Larry E. Sadler, Terry J. Foote, Jack J. *Bass, Robert C. Neu 

Webb, John W. *Picchiani, Roberto *Sicinski, Joycie F. Garcia, Manuel M. Benson, Paul L. *Nie 

Spears, Tom A. Marconi, Lucio Bradshaw, P. F. No 

*Hollander, John E. Creel , Larry L. Stanland, Russell 0. Smarrelli , Lucio *Clark, Al W. Pra 

I *Fair, Gary L. *Waldron, Rodney C. Tortorella, Michelangelo Denley, C. Frank Roi 

Pacheco, Jose R. *Ki nast, Ernest 
*Elliott, Darrell Rus 

*Riley, Wilbur W. Martin, Eugene H. Barker, Josh W. Amezquita, Amparo Favor, Mary B. San 

Skaaning, Jack *Chua, Kim S. Bailey, Keith Garza, Fernando *Sch 

Coull, Jock T. 
*Young, Brian Clark, Donald R. *Castillo, Andres, Jr. Glover, Jon B. Sch 

Hudson, William M. 
Friedberg, Jeffrey Coull, Charles Greer, Carroll E. Wil 

Saltamachia, Joe G. Bass, Ronald P. Jumbo, Justo D. Garza, Margarito M., Jr. Levy, Jill A. *Ya II 

*Bolduc, Maurice *Merlino, Francisco Harris, Elbert M . Mahrer, Tim J. Yea 

*Fontana, Pa ride 
*Clark, Ellis W. , Ill O 'Connor, Michael J. Hatton, William T. Martin, Dallas J. 

Hatch, Scott C. 
Colazilli, Renato *Ward, William R. *Hili , Patrick G. C. Peck, Patrick A. 

Larsen, Palmer L. 
Di Francesco, Salvatore *Horassi, Robert Pileggi, Sherri 

*McNew, Billy D . 
G ri ra, Ahmed A. *Beltran, Simon C. *Kendrick, Dewey C. Price, Edward 

Scroggins, Billy 0. 
Hancock, Guy J. Camacho, Mario *Kennedy, Raymond H. Whetzel, Mark I. 

Harvey, Henry J. Cantu, Joe Lorenowicz, Edward Williams, Frederick G. 

* Picchiani , Ugo 
Hornsby, James M. Edwards, Bobby D. *McBlain, Doug *Wongstedt, Allan 

*Kennard, Clayton Hill, James A. *Mitchell, Robert L. 

Birdsong, Don L. 
Lombardo, Umberto Hoppe, Linda A. Paddock, Danny L. Alamo-Garcia, Ricardo 

Mutten, Victor H. *Johnston, Charles S. Tevendale, Walter G. Anderson, Marion M. 

Hendricks, John L. Peck, Francis R. Marani, Maurizio *Trotter, Thomas H. Armato, Anthony J. 

*Rackham, Sydney Marlett, Carl W. *Vacek, Tillie A. Bool, Christopher J. 

Anderson, Robert K. *Robblee, J. L. Miller, Alfred F. Woods, Martin J. Bottensek, Dale E. 

*Stansbury, Robert W. *Unverricht, Henri * Mooi, Chew K. Bowers, John P. 
*Brataschuk, Greg 



Brevelle, Frances V. Shtopman, Karina Crosley, David K. 
*Anderson, Don C. Brookes, Ralph K. *Torres-Vega, Angel Dagg, Kathleen J. 

ember Barrett, Roger E. Burton , Martyn De Simone, Dino 
Bortoletto, Giuseppe Cassataro, Eugenio Allgood, H. Dean *Dewit, Lukas F. 
Fortunato, Luciano Cirelli , Carlo Andreason, Walter T. Di Pietro, Nicola 
Francis, Rodney G. Clulow, Bruce S. Arbor, Carolyn Y. Dolo, Oscar 
Greeson, Patricia A. D' Angelo, Anna Boardman, Joann Espinosa, Juan H. 

* Nichols, Martha N. Hickman, Thomas Farr, John Bouserhane, Mostapha Farnum , Ralph E. , Ill 

Ronchitelli , G iovann i Hukki , Donald G. Fettig, William T. Bousfield, Ronald J. Fisher, Steven E. 

Rose, Gertrude L. Latassa, Pasquale Frentz, Richard J. Carter, Steve L. Fowler, John E. 

Schulz, Karl H . *Marricle, David D. Gil Martel , Antonio *Clark, Jack Grosell , Stephen 

*Sera, Frank Rosadino, Pablito Haney, Deborah L. Dodge, Harland P. , Ill Holly, Walter C. 
Santucci , Cesare * Hansen, Kolbjorn Garcia, David, Jr. Johanson, Dave P. 

Bice, John W. Senter, Richard E. * Henderson, Diana Gibson, Bruce S. *John, Duane T. 

Byrne, Michael P. *Urbanek, Gerald R. Jones, Basil B. Grijalba, Vincente L. Kendrick, Dewey C. 

*Cach ia, Angelo 
Livingood, Bobby P. Hernandez, Anthony A . Klitzing, Michael W. 

Crowell , Jarett L. Alaniz, Joe M. Lodato, Alessandro Hershberger, Charles R. Knutson , Dale T. 

Egglestone, George Andrews, Doris S. Lucas, Stephen P. Jacobsen, Jeff L. Kuhnast, Gustav 

Foote, Jack J. *Bass, Robert C. Neugebauer, Walter *Knull , Robert A. Lajiness, Lynda A. 

Garcia, Manuel M . Benson , Paul L. * Nicholls, John Korobka, George P. Landman, Royce C. 

Marcon i, Lucio Bradshaw, P. F. Nowak, Virginia M. Lauck, David S. Leonard, John 

Smarrel li, Lucio *Clark, Al W. Pratt, Pau I R. Mann, Rameet *Lossing, Kim 

Tortorella, M ichelangelo Denley, C. Frank Rollins, Philip A. B. Maricar, A. M. llmudeen Martin , Kenneth E. 

*Elliott, Darrell Russo, Giovann i * Mc Weeny, Shawn *Masotti , Paolo 

Amezqu ita, Amparo Favor, Mary B. Sanchez, Ernesto R. Milne, Ian C. Maxey, James A. 

Bailey, Keith Garza, Fernando *Schab, Hans Moers, Cheryl A. O ' Neil , James L. 

*Casti llo, Andres, Jr. Glover, Jon B. Schembri, Gaetano Murphy, Mary L. Papson, Edward , Jr. 

Coull , Charles Greer, Carroll E. Wilkerson, James P. Reynolds, Lois P. Pesarini, Giampaolo 

Garza, Margarito M. , Jr. Levy, Jill A. * Yallee, Alvin Rinehart, Dennis Bryan Piersaute, Carlo 

Harris, Elbert M. Mahrer, Tim J. Yeatts, Malcolm R. Ritco, Nick *Prus, Daniel E. 

Hatton, Will iam T. Martin, Dallas J. Ritschel, Craig E. Rascoe, Paula R. 

*Hili , Patrick G. C. Peck, Patrick A. Andreoli , Antonio Scott, William W . Rosson, Herbert M. , Jr. 

* Horassi, Robert Pileggi , Sherri El Alfy, Adel A. Sloan, Samuel T., 111 Russ, Robert S. 

* Kendrick, Dewey C. Price, Edward Forshaw, J. Roy Strickland, Linda L. * Satingtong, Arekhan 

* Kennedy, Raymond H. Whetzel , Mark I. * Forsyth, William E. Thompson, Peter G. Skidmore, David M. 

Lorenowicz, Edward Williams, Frederick G. Gash, Dudley J. Washam , John H. Smith, Brendan F. 

"'McBlain, Doug *Wongstedt, Allan * Gatus, Cynthia Watts, Peggy T. Smith, Gordon A. 

*Mitchell , Robert L. 
Greppi , Giulio Willingham, Lloyd R. Spidell , James C. 

Paddock, Danny L. Alamo-Garcia, Ricardo Hall , Maynard, Jr. Stanaway, John T., Jr. 

Tevenda le, Walter G. Anderson, Marion M. Hamd, Mertah A . D . Bailey, Batiste, Jr. Sullivan, Terrance P. 

*Trotter, Thomas H. Armato, Anthony J. Josserand, Charlene Bennett, John A. *Sutherland, John 

*Vacek, Tillie A. Bool, Christopher J. Leach, Edwin W. Borg, Joseph P. Tedeschi , Liborio 

Woods, Martin J. Bottensek, Dale E. Mangum, Leo W . Boydstun , James L. Trotter, Thomas H. 

Bowers, John P. McClymans, Bruce H. Campagnolo, Giorgio Vicentini , Guigo 

*Brataschuk, Greg Mergiotti , Antonio Caruana, Paul 
Mohamed, Mahmoud M. Couillard, Duff *Interrupted Service 
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